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This report was prepared under a_contract with
the_Officeof Employment and Training Programs
Of the Employment and training Administration
U.S. Department of Labor (contract number 99-
1- 1352= 33 =b ;._ Organizations undertaking such
projects _under. _government sponsorship _are
encouraged to State-their:findings and express
their judgments freely. Therefore,_ points of
view stated herein do not necessarily repre-
sent the position of. the Depattment of Labor.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report discusses the.findings of a research demon-
stration proiect to test the notion that the employment
prospects of disadvantaged out-of-school youth could be im-
proved by trainingthem in new or fledgling small businesses
that received subsidieS* for their own development. The
Youth Enc:repreneurship Initiative was part of a larger
demonStration conducted by Public / Private Nentures,(P/PV).
ThiS report one in a series of finaPyreports on private

sector involvement in youth employment and training that
P/PV has prepared for the, U.S. pepartment of Labor.

THE INITIATIVE'_S_EUTERPRISES

For this initiative; the term "youth entrepreneurship"
is a misnomer,_ as youth are not trained to be entrepreneurs
However, providing training to youth in a' real business
environment i8 one of the variants found in general models
involving entrepreneurship programming. Specifically, this
report discusses the entrepreneurship programming-approach
in which dual program objectives are pursued with equal
emphases in small businesses: training objectives involving
the employability development of disadvantaged young people
and enterprise objectives involving the development of

self-sufficient businesses".

Four Organizations selected by P/PV developed new small
bu8ineS86S where these dual objectives would be pursued.

a The Citizen'S _Policy Center, Inc., -a not-for-profit
community development organizatione_,established Open
Road/Kw a network of eight auto .repair
shops located in California anorConnecticut.

to Chicanos Por La Cause, Inc, 4 npt-for=prOtit
community development organization with experience in
conducting youth training programs, developed Suns 1,
a solar hot water heater installation business *located

in Phoenix, Arizona.

The Restaurant School, a Pennsylvania licensed,
for-profit school for restauranteur8, established
Beginner's Luck, a restaurant located in Philadelphia.



The Educational Plliance, Inc., a not-for-profit,

social services agency, 'developed 2c.34,1:10mE.II, a

novelty boutique store replicating an earlier and
successful boutique, both located on'New York City's
lower-west side.

All of these organizations were to establish their enter-

prises by attracting additional capital for development; by
planning production and marketi-ng strategies to sell their

products and services; and by achieving self-sufficiency

through realized business profits during the demonstration

period.

Although training was provided to youth in all enter-
prises, varying emphases were placed on the training com-

ponents. The auto repair enterprises in the Open Road/New

Enterprises network concentrated on "hands-7-on" (on-the-job)

work activities in which youths worked under the supervision

of a journeyman mechanic. Few training hours were devoted

to classroom instruction at Open Road/New Enterprises, At.

the other enterprises in this initiative -- Beginner's Luckl,
eSunsol, and Synergy 11 -- the training components emphasize'

hands=on._work activities plus classroom instruction and

employability counseling. All of the enterprises provided

job placement assistance to youths at the conclusion o.f

their training.

RESEARCH TASKS

The research focused on three major questions:
Can training in_entrepreneurship.programs increase the

employability of disadvantaged youth?

co Can enterprises operate with m-ixed training and

business objectives?

Are entrePreneurship programs cost-effeCtive?

To answer the first question, data were collected by

enterprise staff on participant8' demographic_characteris
tics, training-background and employment experiences at the

time ,of enrollment. Outcome data on participants were- also

compiled to provide indicators of the extent to which parti-

cipants completed training and entered private sector jobs,

schools or other training programs. Participants who were

-anrolleo at Beginner's Luck, Synergy /I and Sunsol were
interviewed at th;:ee and eight months after their terminaE

tion from the training programs to provide indications o'f

program effects on the employability of partitipant youth.

The second question was. answered 'by process and cost in-

formation that documented the development of businesses as

10
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well as the tens.on beween training and profitability
goals. An analys s of the financial records of three
enterprises -=. Beg inn= 's Luck, Synergy II and Sunsol - was
undertaken in order to answer this question.

The third question was addressed through ..a cost-
effectiveness analysis in which enterprises were ranked
according to their business profitability and training
costs. Only Beginner'S Luck, Synergy_ II and Sunsol were
included in_this cost-effectiveness analysis.

A

FINDINGS

The major findings on entrepreneurshiP programming as an
employment and training strategy for out-of-school,
disadvantaged youth were:

Enterprise training did not increase the employment
prospects of youth either at the time of ,termination
from the program or at three or eight months after
program participation.

4 EnterpriSet were not able to pursue, with equal
emphases, training and enterprise objectives.

Enterpreneurship programming with the dual objectives
of training and enterprise development is not cost
effective from either a business or training per-
spective.

Specific employment-and training findings were:

Less than .60 percent ofthe,participants completed
their training. The majority, of youths enrolled in

yoUth entrepreneurship programs did not enter private
Sector jobS. At termination, only 33.7 percent of the
youth in the initiative had unsubs- idized jobs.

While all enterprises demonstrated ,an ability to
provide some skills training, they demonstrated poor
performance in job development and job placement.

6 Cost per _placement ranged from $12,917 at Beginner's
Luck to $21,233 at Sunsol.

Youth employment after participation in youth entre-
preneutship programs was characterized more as

transient than stable;
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SpeCific enterprise findings were:

Efiterprises encountered difficulties in establiShing
themselves as businesses. Most of the problemS the

enterprises _experienced were characteristic of small

businesses including insufficient capitalization for

development, poor business planning for marketing

products or services, vacancies and turnovers in key

staff positions, and extraordinary overhead costs (due

to training)

Enterprises took the Or portion of their sub-7

contract period to work through _their start-up and

general operation problems, and in the process

. incurred substantial business losses.

Sharp conflicts between enterprise objectives and

training objectives were evident at each enterprise

for the duration of the initiative. The result of

theSe unresolved conflicts was that neither of the two

objectives were achieved.

o None of:the enterprises -Were in a position to be

self-sustaining at the conclusion of P/PV funding.

All_of the eight enterprises established in the Open

.Road/New Enterprises network were closed and/or Sold

to resolve debts incurred during their operatioil.

Beginner's Luck, too, has ceased its operations; Both

Sunsol and Synergy II rude;' efforts to continue

buSineSs operation, but will require subStantial

subsidies to _do so;

POLICY IMPLICATLGUS

P/PVIS findings strongly, suggest that entrepreneurship

programming in a new or fledgling small business is not a

viable approach to the employment and training-of disadvan-

taged youth. When saddled with the dual and equally empha

sized objectives' of training and profitability, progeam

outcomes were poor oh both objectives. For training to

succeed in a way consistent with enterprise :survival and

development, curreilt models of entrepreneurship programming

involving youth and small business should undergo signifi-

Cant modification before further attempts are made to

conduct such: programs.



CHAPT I

INTRODUCTION

Since 1978 Public/Private Venturet (P/PV) has been
conducting a multi -site demonstration for the U.S. Depart--;

ment of Labor's WOW Office of Youth Programs which asses=
ses a variety of Strategies for facilitating the private
sector placement of out-of-school disadvantaged youth. Pro-

gram models in this large demonttration include pre- employ-
ment services, temporary work experience, targeted skills
training, subsidized work experience, incentives for small

businetSeS and entrepreneurship. This report summarizes
P/PV's findings on youth entrepreneurship.

mscriumrldams_aF_Tlia YOUTH ENTERPRENEURSHIP DEMONSTRATION

Referred to as the Youth Entrepreneurthip Initiative,
this demonstration was conducted between 1978 and 1981 at
eight it across the country. The Youth Entrepreneurship
Initiative bad two goals: (1) to improve the employment
prospects of out=of=School, disadvantaged youth and (2) to

create or fund small businesses specifically designed for

the employment and training of youth. The underlying as-
sumptions of the inititive are (1) that creating or utili-
zing new or existing small businesses would provide a

better, "more real" environment for training and (2) that
developing economically viable businesses as vehicles for

training could have long -run effect§ on youth's ,employa-
bility and might create new'jobs41/

To carry out the goals of the initiative, P/PV sought
out organizations which could develop or had already de=
veloped a Small'businessIvith employment and training func-
tions integrated into the normal role of prcducing goods or
services. Four organizationt were selected:

o CITIZEN'S POLICY CENTER, INC., a not-for-profit
community development organization which had

already established Open Road/New Enterprises, a
network of auto repair shops in California with
plans to expand the network in both California
and Connecticut

13



1-2

CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA, INC., a not-for-profit

community development corporation which would

establish Sunsol, a businesS specializing in the

fabrication and installation of solar-powered

heating systems

THE RESTAURANT SCHOOL, a for-profit school for

restauranteurs which proposed to establish a

fully functional restaurant = Beginner's L,4,ck

EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE, INC., a not-for-profit

social service agency which would replicate a

retail operation_(known as Synergy I) by estab-

lishing Synergy II, a novelty boutique store.2/

Each organization's business venture was partly capital-

ized through a one-time, eighteen month subcontract from

P/PV to plan, start-up and operate each business. (Because

of DOL's knowledge development requirements, some funding

was also provided to cover administrative and research tasks

for the demonstration.) In addition to the P/PV subcon-

tract, each organization was ,equired to seek other forms of

capital, e.g., venture capital., and subsidies or grants, to

operate the business during the subcontrct period and be-T-

yond.

Pursuant to the goals of the initiative, the objectives

of each business were two-fold: (1) to train and place

disadvantaged youth in unsubsidized jobs and (2) to develop

d_profitable business. (See Figure I=1.) The type and

degree of "training in each skill area could vary. While

formal clasSroom-type training was instituted at Synergy II,

Sunsol, and Beginner's Luck, on-the=jobtraining was empha-

sized at Open Road/New Enterprises. All of these businesses

were to offer development of management skills as part of

the training for _a limited number of youth. At the con-

clusion of training at the businesses, some youth who had

demonstrated talent and drive were expected to become part-

ners (in Open Road/New Enterprises); to become stockholdert

(in Sunsol, and Synergy II); or to be retained as full-time

operating or management staff (in Sunsol and Synergy II).

However, the majority Of the youth were expected to seek or

be placed in unsubsidized jobs or to further their employ-

ability development outside of the business, e.g., through

higher education or other vocational training.

Each enterprise was expected to exhibit conventional

business behavior while providing training. Business plans

were to be developed by enterprise staff which would chart a

development path enabling the enterprise to penetrate its

product/service market and to generate revenues through

sales. While these were key element8 in the business plans



FIGURE I-1

P/PV YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP MODEL

PROJECT SPONSORING ORGANIZATION

plan /establish business
plan implement training program
raise additional capital
administer P/PV grant
oversee results
replicate

SMALL BUSINESS

provide goods/services
compete in open market
employ minimal experienced
professional staff
employ/train youth

profitability or self-
sufficiency
return on investment
(if profitable)
attract more funding
pay taxes
provide jobs
expand/replicate

trained disadvantaged youth

world-of-work skill
job skills
management skills

youth enter job market
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1-4

and the production activities of the enterprises;-the enter-
prises were expected -to progress steadily toward self -suf-
ficiency or profitability by the end of the P/PV subcontract

period.

Although the Youth EntrepreneurShip demonstration was

different frOM many traditional training programs because of

flits dual goals of employability development and enterprise
)evelopment, it drew on_a specific set of past experiences.

These experiences are discussed in the next section and are
followed by a-brief presentation on general models involving

youth programming;

ANTECEDENTS OF-THE MODEL

Much of what is known about youth entrepreneurship
prograMMing as an employment and training strategy is de.7

rived from two _sets of program experiences: (1) in-school

programs whidh inVOlVe_youth_in various entrepreneurial

activitieS, and (2)_ training programs Whith have revenue-

generating components.

In=school programs are exemplified by Junior Adhieve-

mei:it. The goals and objectives of these programs are straig-

htforward == that is, to, acquaint'high schOO1 youth with the

principles of the free enterprise system by establishing

shortIived, youth- oriented businesses during the school

year. The general features of in-school programs include

entrepreneurial activities, such a8 development and sale_of

products or services; determination of salaries, commis-

sions, and ptices; resolving problems -of- taxes, regulations

and bookkeeping; and even the liquidation of a business.
Another feature of in-school programs is_the involvement of

local business_perttin8 who serve as advisors to the young-

sters. There is no employment objective in theSe_programs.

Little is done 'at the conclusi=on of these in-schoOl programs

to encourage youth to maintain their business or to seek

work.

The other Set Of program models which infldented youth

entrepreneurship programming were programs designed to

generate revenue to reduce training costs and to provide

"real_Work" training; Because theSe programs served an

unemployed, disadvantaged population_== Unlike many in-
school programs -- their goals, and objectives- are custo=

.marily associated with publicly-sponsored _dtplOyMent and

training prograMt. The goals were two-fold: improving the

employability of disadvantaged persons and generating suf-

fitient revenues to offset training tost.3/

16



1-5

Among the beSt examples_of this type are the revenue

generation efforts in the National _Supported Work bemon-.

stration. This demonstration was conducted between 1975 and
1978 in thirteen cities. It focused on four disadvantaged
groups: long-term AFDC recipients ex-offenders, ek=addicts,
and out -of- school youth.

Local operators were expected to raise a substantial
share of the funds necessary to run the programs; One

source of local funds was "service project revenue" which,

represented revenue earned from the sale of goods and ser7
vides'produded by supported workers.

an
basic _features of

aSupported Work_ are described in n evaluation report,

Setting Up Shop by Harvey D. Shapiro.

By operating_ revenue - generating projects and
selling goodsi Supportedupported Work prograt could_
accomplish several things. It could, hopefully,
generate sigrafmant sums to help pay for operating

the program. Moreover, it could test the ability
of this kind of program to become self-supporting
after the demonstration period. But producing a
product also had a programmatic purpose._ Having to
Sell something in the marketplace would inject a
note of realism to the_progt:am._ Work would have to
meet the standards of the customers, not:just the
program staff. While this might toughen the stand-
ards of the programi_ there was a belief that this
would better equip the enrollees to handle regular

employment; Moreover, if Supported Work_gained a
reputation for high standards, that could enhance
employability of its participants.4/

The report goes on to point out that while revenue

generation was an important demonstration objective and was

crucial if project sites were to- become self-supporting,
le-S8 than 16 percent of the total demonstration cost (09;1
Million) was recouped through supported work activites.
Additionallyi_ none of the thirteen Supported Work sites
could claim, With-out qualification,__to_ be self-supporting at
the conclusion of the Supported Work Demonstration.

Youth entrepreneurship programming, as suggested
'

has

been shaped by two different sets of experiences with dif-
ferent goals and objectives. For in=School programs, the

goal was to promote the principles of entrepreneurship among
high school students by forming short-term, youth operated

businesses. In the case of revenue generating programS, the
goal was to improve the employment prospects of disadvant-

aged individuals by establishing partially self-supporting
training programs; Whether or not these goals were com-
patible, two basic themes have emerged from these types of

7
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programs:-(I)__ youth can be exposed to entrepreneurial activ

itas with some beneficial results; and (2) in the course of
training; market-oriented revenue generation can take place

with the potential for_ defraying the training cost if ade-

quate management safeguards are taken.

From these two programming strategies, one can develop
three types of-entrepreneurship/training programs; As these_

three models are discussed in the next section, the place of

P/PV'S Youth Entrepreneurship training approach in this
typology will be _identified;

MODELS OF YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The three models can -be labelled the In=-'School_ Model,

the §2-a22qntreeneurstl'rainin--Model and the Dual Objectives

Mode1.5/ These models are diStingUished by their goals, the

type a entrepreneurship activities_ which occur in program

digJtations, and outcomes expected from program, participa-

tion.

The In=SChOol Model was described earlier. Its goal is

to expose youth_tb the_workings of busineSSeS. The basic

features of this model are as follows: involvement of

students in youth-operated businessesi revenue - producing

activities; and involvement of -the local business community

as program advisors; In addition to Junior Achievement

programs characterized by the In-Schbol Model include public

school vocational training programs, such as- automotive, and

some construction classes where youth proVide services -to

local residents for a small fee 411 order to gain more real

istic work experience. Profitability is not an important

objective for the_ programs exemplified_ by this model;

businesses are only established temporarily. jt is expec-

ted, however, that_the_participating youth would develop an

apprediatioh_for professional skills, a strong work ethic,

and self-cohfidence.

For programs characterized by the Entrepreneurship
Training- Model, the goals are identification and training of

potential entrepreneurs; A few national programs exemplify

thiS model: Venture Founders (Cambridge, Massachusetts) and

The Hawaiian Entrepreneurship Training and Development

Institute (Honolulu, _Hawaii).6/ Several features highlight
the EntrepreneurShip Training Model; First, these programs

Serve an adult clientele, which reflects thefindings from

the literature that potential entrepreneurs are_overwhelm-
ingly an adult population who have had considerable work

experience prior to going_out on their own.7/ Second, these

programt put prospectiveparticipants through a rigorous and
intensive process of screening and selection. Third, once

18
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potential entrepreneurs are selected, _these 'participants
undertaLe a concentrated series of learning-by-doing activi-
ties which simulate what an actual entrepreneur- needs to do

in order to establish a_business -- market analysis_; busi-
ness planning, mobilization of capital; etc. Fourth; _OnCe

the potential entrepreneurs have completed_sound business
plans; some of the programs will help -them take tree

:16)-,7. step -- to obtain financing and set themselves up in
business.

The final_MOdel for_youth entrepreneurship programming
is the Dual Objectives_ Model. Here emphasis is placed on
both job-traiming_and_hUSiness,start7u,p as goals. The
expected outcomes of programs in this model are viable; new

or existing small businesses and the job_ placement of indi-

viduals_trained in those businesses._ The general features
of the Dual Objectives Model can be found in various nation-
al demOnstration programs funded under the Youth EmplOytent
and DemonstratiOn PrOject Act (YEDPA) of 1977, including the
P/PV InitiatiVe.

Three variants of the Dual Objectives- Model can be dis-
tinguished depending on whether enterprise objectives are
superordinate, subordinate; or _on a pat with employment and
training objectives, In one version of the'Dual Objectives
Model; the goal of establishing viable enterprises iS _Ut=

most; This version allows for some programmatic variation.
On the one handi'a business_ venture is established by. adults
who employ and train youth in 4ll_aspects of the enterprise,,
--that_is4 production; sales; and management. Training is
accomplished through a gradual transfer of _knowledge from
adult trainers to the youth at the enterprise site. This

process is like ttaditional on-the-job training. Enterprises
developed herd, thOUgh invariably small businesses; tend to

require significant front-end capitalization with the poten-
tial_of providing significant numbers of unsubsidized jobs.
Youth ownership is not a key feature here. _However; youth
can acquire stock in the existing enterprise or receive
assistance in eStablishing a new venture. Youth enterprises
which were developed by the Corporation of Youth Enterpritet

(CIE) demonstratiOn are tepresentative of this version of
the Dual Objective Model in Whi-ch the enterprise objective

is primary; In the case of a supermarket in Baltimore
(Maryland) and to a lesser degree, a landscaping and gar-:-

dening venture in El Paso (Texas); enterprises were created
in whiCh adults retained management control; Both o -these

CIE ventures were established with an Employee Stock Owner-

ship Plan.8/

Conversely; the enterprise-as-primary theme is also

eXeMplified in entrepreneurship program! in which nbusi-
ness7likem risk is assumed by youth throughout -the planning,

develOpMent, and operation of the initial enterprise;

1s



because of early involvement by the youth_in the_developmeht
of the enterpriSet skills training oftentimes takes the form

of'trial and error. The ventures here are usually small.

It is questionable whether job creation is significant or
occurs at all; howeveri greater commitment to subsequent

spin=off ventures is _likely. Two natiOnal_,demanstrations
characteriZe this_approach -- The Junior AChieVement Adap-

tation Demonstration_Project (JAADP) and the Youth Agricul-
tural Entrepreneurship Demonstration Project (YAEDP). In

JAADP.4 small ventures were developed by youth: catering
servicesi a silk screening bUSineSS_and a flower shop.
AgricUltUre ventures were established by -youth in yAEDP to

market produce_crops. In both demonstr&tionSt yOUth under-

went training before attempting, to establiSh their ventures.
While continually receiving technical assistance from the

program staff; ventures provided income through gener-

ated revenue to srme of the youth operators.9/

A second version of the Dual Objectives- mddel is __ex-

emplified by projects- established in 'the National Supported
Work DemonstratiOn. In this approachi enterprise objectives

are subordinated to training_ objectives. The_ enterprises
only serve to facilitate training; by providing a real

working environment and to reduce the training costs.

Participants served by programs following this version of
the Dual Objective Model are expected to move into jobs

after training;

A third Dual Objective Model approach features equal

emphases on training and enterprise objectives. In this
case the enterprise is viewed as a _suitable vehir:le to

provide a "real work" environment for training_ disadvantaged

youth. The expected participant outcome is job placement in

unsubsidized-_ employment. The _expected enterprise outcome is

a viable business that progresses toward profitability._ The

enterprises developed in the P/PV Initiative fit this last

variant of the model.

FroM the model typology discussed abdVdo it is clear

that a variety of approaches exist involVing ehtrepreneur7
ship programming. However it should be cleat that this
report can only assess one approach which was identified

with the Dual Objectives Model--that is; entrepreneurship

programming where equal emphases are on training and enter-

prise development;

RESEARCH PLAN-TO-1H2-/PV_INITIATIVE

This eval6ation of the TOUth Entrepreneurship Initiative

faCUses on three-major questions:

Can training in youth entrepreneurship programs

inCreaSe-the-emplayability-of ditadvantaged youth?

9n
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Can enterprises operate with mixed training and
business objectives?

Are entrepreneurship .programs cost effettive?

These_ questions are answered by reviewing quantitative
and descriptive data on the four program enterprises--Open
Road/New Enterprises4 Beginner's Luck, Synergy and
Sunsoly Chapter II discusses and assesses critical factOrs
in the area of enterprise development and programtraining;
The status of _ea:-.h enterprise (at the time of this report)
is alS6 provide , Chapter III reviews available data on the
youth in the initiative. Here, enrollment and termination
data are reviewed for the four program enterprises; Follow -

up data are presented on Beginner's Luck, _Synergy II and
Sunsol; Open Road/New Enterprises was not included in the
follow-up survey; Chapter IV considers the potential con=
flict between training functions and enterprise profit
ability_ at all the enterprises except Open Road/New
EnterpriSeS. _Utilizing data from earlier chapters on
enterprise profitability and participant outcomes, Chapter _V
provides a cost effectiveness analysis on three enterprises
(Synergy II, Sunsoli_and Beginner's Luck). and gend_rali2es
about the effectiveness of the Initiative's approach where
equal emphasis is placed on training develop-and enterprise develop-
ment. ChApter_VI offers recommendations on the use ofyoUth
entrepreneurship programming for out-of-school, disadvan-
taged youth.
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CHAPTER II

PROCESS ANALYSIS: ENTERPRISE DEVELOPKENT_AND_TRATUING

This chapter briefly reviews' business and training
activities which were key components of the operations of
P/PV's Youth Entrepreneurship programs; A summary of enter-
prise characteristics is shown on Table II-1.

_PROGRAM__DESC_RIPTION AND PROCESS EVALUATION

Open-oad/New_Enterprises__WR/NE)

OR/NE's_ project as divided into three regional net-
works. which operated a total of eight auto repair shops in
southern California, northern Califordai and Hartford.
Connecticut. The project. was initiated in:.1976 by the
Citizen's_PolidyCenter. Inc. -- a notrfor-profit ,corpora-
tion located in Santa Barbara. California.. and developed_by
New Enterprises, Inc. An economic development_corporation
within tne Citizen's Policy Center organizational structure.
Initial funding for the development of the two California
networks was provided in 1976 by theEconomic Development
Administration. through a one-year_technical assistance and
planning grant. At that time, the Economic Dev'elopment
Administration made a commitment to fund the development of
OR/NE over a future three year period -- a commitment whidh
could not-be met because of federal budget constraints.
Also. in 1977 OR/NE was awarded a three-year, renewable.
planning grant by_the Aetna_ Life and Casualty Company to
explore and establish a similar auto repair shop network in

Hartford. It was not until May _1978# with the approval of
DOL's Office of Youth Program (via a recommendation from

Economic Development Administration). that OR/NE_becamethe
first project funded in the P/PV Initiative. %bath_ tunding

through_the eighteen -month P /PV subcontract and the Aetna
grant, OR/NE planned to open seven new enterprises. four in

California and three in the .Hartford area, and to further
develop th three existing shops in California.

Ea5±12EllEjamtiolpteD2tai Although ten auto repair shops
were planned for operation in the OR/NE networks_, only eight
shops were developed: four in southern California.' three in
northern California, and one in Hartfgrd. Planning and
capitalization problems-- prohibited the development of one
shop in the southern California network and two shOps in the
Hartford network.

The staffing pattern was the same for the eight enter-

prises. Each enterprise had a manager responsible for
business management and training within the auto shops.

Reporting to each enterprise manager was a journeyman
mechanic who did automotive repairs -- thus generating the
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TABLE 111

SUMMARY OF PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS

rogram

Element

Opn Road /

New Enterprises Beginner's Luck

rphic Location

.....7.1

Santo Barbara, CA

Los Angeles, CA

San Francisco, CA

Hartford, CA

Philadelphia, PA

Synergy II Sun sot

New York; NY

Funding Sources EDA_

P/PV,

Aetnalife insurance

Company_

I cgikus OJT wage

Subsidies

Private Investors

Citizeps Polity Center

P/PV P/PV
Syncgy

P/PV

Career,Mobility

S CM/Youth Traiqing

Center_

Chicano Industries

o Corp Youth Enterprises

Prior Related Experience Under_prior_grants

from EDA; CPtC

planned and imple-

mented New Enterprises:

a_program Aid opened

Santa Barbara_Motor,

Wks, on_auto_repaiT

shop which employed

and trained youth,

Type of Training Provided

24

1.=,

As an educational ) EA operated iynergy Cl)

institution TRS Boutique for five years

Operated its own as a training:site for

public restaurant, ubstalceialcoho1 .

using its students 0,busers in retailing,

in all aspets of the coupled with business_

restaurants ematiOn related courses. This

profit-making_Bputique

served as_a model for

Serg II.

4 Ng direttly related

experieice in this

induWY. Some

experlerco.in community

development;

NO Claiardet--all hands-

on (OJT) supervisien by

enterprise journey level

mechanics and ohhhget;

Classroom training:con-

fitted at TRS--during

Cycle II trainees Were

integrated_into many

ongoing IRS classes

Practicum--hands,:eh___

training. through opera-

tion of BL restaurant,

under supervision of B1,

Staff.

Cltetim training con-

ducted by traini,ng

director. Hands-on

training through operation

of boutique under super:_

vision of Assist; Manager.

i....o..r,..w.R

Classrookand_handS-On

training all conducted

by enterprise staff;
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Element

TABLVL-1

SUMMARY-OF PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS (Continued)

Program Open Road,/

New EnterpriseS
Beginner's Luck Synergy 11 Sunsol

Program (non- enterprise

Efiterprise_Type

Number of Sites

-;------ .

o Project Director I Project Director

o Finantial_DireCtor o Evaluator/

I Director of Operations Data .Coordinator

andiraining s Training Ditettdt

Enterprise (CycIe_II only)

Developers (4) o Controller

Secretary

o Classroom Instructors

Project Director ,

o Director of Training

Management_lhformation

Coordinator

I Secretary

i Project Director

(also served as

Enterprise General

Manager)

Auto Repair (8) Restaurant (1) Retailing: (1) Solar Heating-Retrofit
(1)

Number of -Trainees Per

Training Cycle

1.4 per shopi depending

on site; amount of

business.

18-20
11

13-17

SOURCE: Bdone, Young & Associates.
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business's revenues. The mechanic provided the hands-on

training-to-youth:---Matiage-rs-and_mech csidlacEboth a_strong

background in automotive _repair shop operation/managementi

and a commitment and ability to work with and train youth._

_Capital for the development of each -auto repair venture
included both public and private dollars. Through New
Enterprises Program; Inc.; the Citizen's Policy _Center
solicited publi& Sector funds to support the planning and
start -up phase of a potential venture. Additional devel6p=

merit- capital was obtained_frOt the sale of stock shares in

the ventures. Stock was classified in one of two categories

Class A (voting shares) and Class B (non-voting shares).
Class A stock was sold only to the Citizen's Policy Center
which made tnese stock purchases with funds obtained through
loans and grants frOM private and corporate foundations.

Class B stock was offered and sold to _outside investors.
decause few investors were attracted to the New Enterprises'
Class_ B stock, the Citizen's Policy Center purchased the
majority of the Shares_ in both stock classifications. (See

table A-I in appendix.)

OR /NE marketing strategy for its enterprises; particu-
larly in California; was organized around its commitment to

the development of profit-Making small businesses which
could provide quality goods and services. This attitude was

consistent among the Citizen's Policy Center staff and _011/NE

shop managers. Efforts toward developing a broad-based
clientele which would produce "repeat" business were made in

each shop. This was to be accomplished through careful
workmanship and quality control by enterprise managers and

their staff. In addition; the Citizen's Policy Center staff
provided technical assistance to shop managers to help each
business attain a sound financial position.

OR/NE was not WithOUt its developmental and operational
problems; most of whiCh Were_ typical of small _businesses.
Insufficient start-up capital and poor business-- planning

were the major ones. Few busineSes can survive when they
are undercapitalized by as much as 75 percent of their pro-

jected needs._ ThiS was the case in two of the California

shops. SurviVability is also questionable when plans are

not developed for penetrating an unfamiliar market area; as

was the case in the Hartford network.

VacancieS in staff positions due to frequent turnover;
particularly among the mechanics; _was a problem affecting

OR/NE; To increase the likelihood of attracting and retain

ing"top-notch" mechanics, OR/NE offered a pay plan which
included wages plus a percentage of the sales receipts from

Irepairs; but this plan had consequences. t was in the
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mechanic's self interest to increase his or het pay by thaX-=
imizing the Nbl_ume of repairs. The mechani:cs_evertUally_saw_
training as_a hindrance to their ability to do repairs and
generate sales.

Training. Consistent with the_ initiative, OR/NE pro-
Vided training to 53 out-of-school, disadvantaged youth.
Training -was in two major areas - -auto repair skillSAtedhan=
ical)_and auto shop managemenL _Repair skills training in=
ClUded automatic and manual transmissionsi_ignition_tune-up
and electrical worki_engine valve work, brakes and lubrica-
tion. Traihin-g in the enterprises_varied_from four to six
months-, depending on the trainee's interest.

. management training included parts ordering, service
Order writing, clerical training and public relations. _Li-6th
mechanical and managerial skills were taught almost entirely
throu9n hands-oni on-the-job training. Some job readiness
training was also provided,_ e.g., employability counseling.
At the conclusion of training, youth were to be placed -on
unsubsidized jobs; to be provided an opportunity to become a
stockholder or partner; and/or to be assisted in starting
their own business by OR /NE.

Status of the Enterprises. Over the life of the P/PV
demonstration, the eight OR/NE auto repair shops experiencedchronic businessto,problems which were_ due poor planning;
Widertapitalization and low volume of repair sales. All of
the enterprises required subsidies for the length of the

subcontract pericd. None of theseenterprises generated
enough revenue to cover their operating expenses and, con-
sequently, did not achieve profitability as a business
venture. By the conclusion of their subcontract period,
OR/NE had closed five of its eight enterprises and liquida-
ted these shops' assets to pay outstanding debts incurred
during this operating period. The three remaining. -shops

were sold' by the Citizen's Policy Center to individuals who
were shop, managers during the subcontract period.

laeclinnee_s Luck

Beginner's Luck, a restaurant venture, operated in the
initiative from January, 1980 to June, 1981. It was estab=
lished bythe_Restaurant School, a state licensed training
institution with some national prominence for developing
independent restauranteurs.

Enterrise Development. Beginner's Luck planned to uti-
lize three} sources of funds for its development: (1) the

P/PV subcontract ($283,584) with the RestaUtant School (2)

in=kind contributions from the Restaurant School (25% of the
subcontract budget) and (3) projected revenues ($175,000)

from busineSS activities. Subcontractfunds and in-kind
contributions would cover the planning and start-up costs.
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The ongoing operating costs for Beginner's Luck were to be

covered through the subcontract and augrmted with revenue

generated by the restaurant; Ira-ilia-mg arrs-tsr-wereto-be

covered in full by the subcontract.

Of the three sources of funds, projected restaurant

revenues were viewed as key to Beginner's Luck's development

as a business. Its. planned reVehUd=prodocing activities

were in three service areas -- lunch and dinner services,

Catering operationsi_ and a private, sUbSCription "_Eating

Society." Because these- activities would be conducted by

the youth to_enhance training_ as well as generate revenue,

Beginner's Luck planned_ to phase the activities_ into the

overall (training)activities of -the project.
Meal services

were planned to begin immediately with the opening of the

restaurant. By the third month of operation, Beginner's

Luck had expected to implement the other two revenue-pro-

dUding activities -- the subscription "Eating Society" and

the catering service. The combined revenue gene_ration

activities were projected to make Beginner's Luck profitable

and able to meet its on-going expenses.

c Beginner's Luck _experienced feW business start-up

problems. .A nearly fully-equipped kitchen was located at

the International House1 a t'zIsidential facility on -the cam-

pus of the University of Pennsylvania. Some renovations were

made in the dining area, bUt these were accomplished in a

short time. However; Beginner's Luck did -not begin opera=

tions until March, 1986; three months after inclusion in the

initiative, because of problems related to recruiting youth.

With the pursuit of additional revenue missing as a business

element, Beginner's Luck functioned simply as a training

facility.

Beginner's Luck, however, did experience three major

enterprise=related problems which inhibited its development.

* Lack of__EnterpriSe Development: While plans called for

the development of an independent restaurant venture,

Beginner's Luck made little effort toward this objec-

tive. Few, if any, attempts were made to attract

additional capital or improve the restaurant's revenue

generating activities.

4 Poor Marketing: Beginner's Luck did not _have_ a clear

restaurant marketihg Strategy. Beginner'S Luck

Vacillated between serving lunch or dinner or bOth,

and (2) became fully operational at a point when their

prithary market, the college and university community,

would soon be going away for the summer months;

Failure to Implement -Addy tIonal__Revenue Generat1h4

ACtivit-i_es: Of the three revenue7generating activities

planned by Beginner'S LUCke two activities -- the SUb-
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scription "Eating Society" and the catering service --
were not implemented. A poor market focus for the
"Eating Society" and, according to Beginner's Luck
Staff, trainees' inability to handle a catering ser-
vice accounted for the abandonment of these potential
revenue-producing activities.

Because Beginner's Luck could not overcome these prob-
lems, it abandoned efforts to develop a viable restaurant
business. This was a point of conflict between Restaurant
School and P/PV staff since P/PV believed revenue generation
was critical to enterprise profitability. With the pursuit
of additional revenue missing as a business element, Begin-
ner's Luck functioned more as a training facility than a

business seeking self-sufficiency.

Training. Beginner's Luck provided training to 38
youth in food preparation, kitchen operation, and, to a
limited degree, restaurant management. The key features of
training were:

Orientation to training, a two week period of infor-
mation exchange between youth and staff on training
at Beginner's Luck and c;Ireers in the restaurant in-
dustry

Training contracts, agreements between youth and
Beginner's Luck staff which were negotiated at the
conclusion of orientation and were designed to chart
the youth's skills acquisition

Classroom training, a four week preparatory course
given in basic kitchen and restaurant techniques
supplemented with additional classroom instruction
throughout the six month training period at the
enterprise

Hands -on training, activities at the Beginner's Luck
Restaurant where youth rotated in performing func-
tions until they wished to develop a specialty.

Job placement, assistance which was available to
youth upon completion of training.

Two major difficulties were encountered in providing
training which were:

Recruitment and Certification: Recruitment of youth
who were of school age, i.e., lees_ than 18 _years old,

was delayed because the Philadelphia Prime Sponsor and
the State_Employment Security Agency would not certify
youth as CETA eligible without prior certification as
"out-of-school," i.e.,. youth should not have attended
a school during the school yon



Integration of ClassroLom_and_Hands-on Training. Be-

cause claSStoom training was given at the Restaurant

School and hands -on _training at Beginner's Luck, the

Restaurant School_ instructors tended to view the

trainees as "special studsntW disadvantaged

yoUth_who were viewed as different from the Restaurant

Scli661's enrollees;

Status_ol_the Enterprise,_ Beg: ler's Luck ceased opera-

ting at the conclusion of the sL lntract. Neither the

outgoing president,nor the new ,ner of the Restaurant

School wished to continue the enterprise/training activi=

ties.

Sunsol

Chicanos Por La Causai Inc. (CPLC);__a not - or profit

community development corporation in Phoenix, Arizona, was

awarded an 18 month subcontradt to- initiate and develop

SunsoI--a business specializing in the fabrication and in-

stallatirin of solar hot water heating systems. Fifty-nine

youth were enrolled at sunsoi

Enterpri-se_aevelopment. SUnSol, as a solar venture, was

considered by CPLC as a potentially profitable busineSS be=

cause of a growing local interest in solar power as an al=

ternative energy source. However, CPLC was unable to capi=

talize on this_ local__ factor, therebyi failing to develop

Sunsol's potential. Key problems experienced by Sunsol are

summarized
below;

4 Orcianizationa problems. Organizational problems

hindered the development of the Sunsol enterprise.

The relationship between CPLCi as the parent orgahi=

tation,_and Sunsol, as its projectiremained in a

state of flux for the duration of the initiative. On

at least four occasions, the administrative responsi-

bility_for SunS-61 was changed within CPLC. Staff

turnover and vacancies were high with diret_COn=
se=quences on_saIesi For -more than a third of the

subcontract period, the sales manager's position was
vacant, creating an even more haphazard approach to

marketing. The net result of_Sunsol's organizational

problemsi as well as the ones mentioned above, was

that the business never got on the proper track6

Business and-market1n41ylans; For all practical pur=

poses, Sunsol _did not develop a business plan or a

marketing strategy. P/PV made funding available for

such activiteS and encouraged the Suns61 staff without

effect; Given thiSt the marketing strategy was simple
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-- to sell solar heating systems to low and middle in-
come groups; This simple approach to marketing
resulted in poor sales performance by Sunsol.

Sunsol's licensing status. All solar installation
firms wishing to operate had to be in possession of a
"qualifier's license." Sunsol did not acquire its
license until July, 1980, nearly four months after it
opened shop. In the interim, no installation work
could be done which meant no sales revenue could be
generated.

Training,. The training program at Sunsol was divided
into six cycles into which trainees entered, completed
program objectives in manufacturing and installing solar hot
water heating systems and then exited into jobs.

The be-Sid training which was provided during the first
nine week period consisted_of a combination of_classroom and
hands-on techniques. Training was structured as follows:
two weeks on elementary solar- related theory; one week on
sales techniques and protocol; and six weeks on fabrication
and installation. _Since the training program _was short, it
was conducted_ in the solar shop_so that trainees could
immediately reinforce what they had learned. The installa-
tion training _was designed to provide youth with basic
plumbing and electrical SkillS. The_application_of these
skills beyond solar-related work could allow youth to.seek
access to apprenticeships or entry level jobs in the plumb-
ing, electrical, or roofing trades.

In addition,_ trainees demonstrating supervisory_and man-
agement potential received_ some basic leadership training.
This training includedJbasic_operations and skills develop-
ment; supervision of new trainees, and completion 'f instal-
lation jobs; and management training in sales and enterprise
development.

_
The organizational problems which_were idiscussed in the

context of enterprise development had "spill-over" effects
on the tulfillment of training objectives. The turnover in
Sunsol staff, particularly in the sales manager slot where
the responsibility lay for generating business (job orders),
resulted in trainees receiving an uneven exposure to needed
hands-on experience required in the solar trade;

Another problem was the lack of support services for

trainees. A comprehensive system of support services from
intake to termination was proposed by CPLC. In reality, few
resources were committed to ensure that the services were
provided. Sunsol relied on CPLC's Youth Training Center
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which was serving youth in other CPLC programs. The P/PV

subcontract with Sunsol did not provide_any direct funding

to support the Youth_ Training Center, no any Sunsol staff

positions such as job developers or counselors. The Youth

Training Center, as such, provided only minimal staff

support Services. This problem resulted in poor placement

performance by Sunsol. (Only 8 trainees out of 59 got

jobs.)

Status of Enterprise. Since the demonstration, Sunsol

has continued to operate as a business. However. Sunsol has

been reorganized, and is now a general construction company,

having expanded its work to include housing renovation. No

solar installation work, however, has been_done, since the

conclusion of the P/PV subcontract in April 1981.

Synergy II

The Educational Alliance, Inc. -, a SOCial service agency

in New York City, Was_awarded a fOUtteen month subcontradt

(April 1980 to May 1981) by P/PV to develop and open Synergy

a business which_provided training in retail sales.

Synergy II was a replication of a similar boutique, Synergy

which WaS also developed by the Educational Alliance;

Enterprise Development; Capitalization_of Synergy II

was acquired through two sources: (I) the P/PV subcontract

whiCh covered _the major operating costs, e.g., store rent

and staff Salaries; and (2) Educational Alliance funds which

were provided from excess revenue from Synergy I to cover

start-up costs such as store renovations and_initial stock

items. Store revenues were to be used __to__cover any addi=

tional costs that were not covered by P/PV or Educational

Alliance funds.

Synergy II _sold items ranging from_tee shirts, roller

skate-Si nOte_cardsand buttons, in_the earlier stages of the

project, to tote bags, _sweat Suits;- backpacks and "Western

look" items in the later stages. Tee shirts, though* re-

mained the main stock item for the store. Generally, the

boutique remained open for_eight to ten hours per day, seven

days a week. However, because of the large number of

trainees_ relative to the size of the store, two shifts were

develdped after the first few months of operation.

Although drawing _oh the experience of the older Synergy

I bOUtique;_some_ problems_were encountered at Synergy II.

For inStance,_chronic shortages in store inventory occurred

during_the first two months of Synergy II's operations and

again in late 1980 -and early 1981. These problems hampered

enterprise developmentisince Sales_could not be made With=

out inventory. Another problem which continued throughOUt

the course of enterprise development WaS__the "excess number"

Of trainees in the rather small store. However, instituting
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two work shifts to reduce participant overcrowding, not only
facilitated training to some degree, but provided an
opportunity to generate additional sales revenue because of
the longer store hours;

Training. Retail and sales training were provided_ to_37
youth in two seven month _cycles. Three employability
development areas were emphasized: (1) work adjustment
skills, (2) hands-on, entry-level and management skills,
i.e.,i core training in retail sales, and (3) career develop-
ment, i.e., career planning; Of these three areas, most of
the trainee's time was devoted to hands-on training in the
Synergy II _store where they functioned as workers for
approximately seven hours daily. While in the store,
trainees were expected to gain _experience in buying and
selling goods, pricing merchandise, maintenance of store
records, and making general management decisions. At the
conclusion of training, youth were to be assisted in

locating employment by the Synergy II staff and an
Educational Alliance counselor was assigned part-time for
this purpose.

The large number of youth in each training cycle re-
sulted in two related problems; Because of the size of the
store -and the on-the-job training format, overstaffing made
rotation Among _the_various facets of store operations almost
impossible. Unable to gain first-hand_experience, many
trainees, according to Synergy LI staff, lost interest
and/or did not complete their training. (Synergy -II had the
highest trainee non-completion rate, 65 percent, in the ini-
tiative;) Some efforts were madei, with little success, to
overcome _these apparent problems, e.g., increasing store
hours and offering incentives such as bonus payment for

most sales and commissions on specialty items

Status of the Enterprise. Synergy II continued opera-
tions after its participation in the initiative. It ha
reduced i_ts staff, retaining one of the youth trained during
the initiative, and has_ \e_ve_n showed a slight increase in

sales. As for enterprisetraining, Synergy II has been
considered (as of January1982) by the New York_ State
DePartment of Labor for funding as a youth training site.

SUMMARY_ _REMARKS

Each _program's training component had positive_ and
negative features. Modifications in the projects' training
components were Allowed so that training could be better
coOrdinated with project needs. By the conclusion of
fundingi some positive aspects emerged:

d a structured, training_ program that taught skills as
well as some parts of entrepreneurship
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4 use of training staff who know the trade and who could

teach and work with youth

youth responsibility for applying the training

information to wo -rk activities at the enterprise.

It is not clear that the overall quality of skills

training wet enhanced by integrating this objective with

enterprise development; Yet, it was evident that poor

implementation of either the training feature or enterprise

Activities had adverte effects in both components of the

project.

The enterprises also had problems. While these varied

across the initiative some common ones were:

undercapitalization

4 poor planning and development

4 lack of continuity in the generation of revenue from

sales

little expansion into planned revenue generating

activities

4 varying degrees of tension between training and busi-

ness development.

Attempted remedies by the businesses in the P/PV demonstration

accomplished little in the way of resolving their development

problemt. As such, the butinesses' inability to overcome these

problems had consequences on the viability of the enterprises

during and tubsequent to the P/PV initiative. Few businesses in

the demonstration survived after the P/PV demonstration.
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1/Some efforts were made to offer limited partnerships and
co-oWnerships in the auto repair shopsi Only two of the
California shops were capitalized in this manner- Table A-2
in Appendix)



CHAPTER III

EVALUATION: EMPLOYKENT_AND_ TRAINING

Although__all of the enterprises experienced some

start-up problems, training components_were established in

each enterprise. The question nowbecomes: were enter-

prises- successful in meeting their employment and training

objectives? Training disadvantaged youth in these function-

ing; revenue- generating enterprises was expected to have

positive effects on the trainees' employment status; Com-

pleting training objectives; enrolIing_in schools or other
training programs, and entering unsubsidized employment; the

"bottom line" objective; were viewed as- desirable outcomes

for youth. ThiS chapterreviews the data obtained from

enterprise records and through post-training interviews.

The data provide indicators of the _enterprises' performance

in meeting their employment and training objectives.

However; befOre reviewing _the data on- trainee outcomes;

we discuss briefly the characteristics of the youth served

in the initiative.

Profile of the _Youth

At entry, data were collected by enterprise staff on the

youth's demographic Oaracteristics and employment

background. Table III-1 summarizes the d fa.

_

Ellen though 65.8 percent -of the youth trained in the

initiative were malesi_the distribution of youth by sex
varied -by enterprise depending on the sex label Of the

occupation in _which training was provided at each

enterprise; MaleS were more _likely than females to enter

training at OR/NE (75.8 percent) and Sunsol (83.1 percent);

where _training was provided- in male-dominated occupations;

automotive repair and plumbing. At Synergy Ili where the

training specialty was retail sales; 62.8 percent of the

trainees were women;

Some age differences were apparent across the initiative

even though all youth were eligible for training. While

52.9 percent ofOR/NE's trainees were at least 20 years of

age, the majority of the trainees at Beginner's Luck (78.9

percent), Synergy II (67.6 percent), and Sunsol (93.3

percent) were 19 years of_age or younger. The distribution

of slightly older trainees-at OR/NE can be attributed in

part ,to pre-initiati -(underenrollment under Economic Develop-

ment Administration funding) when .recruitment emphasized the

older youth.1/
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Characteristics

TABLE III-1

SELECTED PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS AT ENROLLMENT

0pen_R040/:_

New Enterprises Beginner's-Lick BX Om II Su4so1 Total----

Sek

Mate

Female

Age at Enrollment

(18

18;19

20721

)21

Unknown*

40 75.5 20

13 24.5 18

5 9.4

16 30.2 26

20 37;7 8

0 15.1 0

4 7.5

52.6 14 37,2 49 83.1

47.4 23 62.8 10 16.9

10.5

68.4

)1.1

EthniCitit

White 22 41;5 _4 10.5

BlaCk .

7 13.2 30 78.9

Puerto Rican
3;0 2 5.3

Mexican American 18 33.9 0
....

Other 1 1.9 2 5.3

American Indian , 1 1;9 0
....

;Wan 2 3.8 0 ....

Partici ant's,
Eucat-ion-LOd

(9
0

........ 0 t T " T

9=11 13 24.5 15 39.5

HS/GED,
27 50;9 21 55.3

Other Schooling** 3 5;7 2 ; 5;2

Unknown42 10 18.7 0 ....N.10

39

2 5.4 6 10.2

23 62'.2 49 83.1'

12 32.4 4 6.7

0 -- 0

0 0 ---

21 56.8

12 32;4

0

3 8;1

9 15.2

15 25,4

1 1.7

29 49.2

0 ----

0 vs if Of. 5 8.5

1 2.1 0 ----

0 3 5.1

26 70.3 38 64.4

9 24.3 17 28.8

2 5.4 11 1.7

0
0

123 65;8

64 3i:,;2

'17 _9,1

114 61.0

44 23.5

8 4;3

4 2.1

35 18.7

73 39.0

17 9.1

47 25.1

6 3.2

6 3.2

3 1.6

3 1,6

92 49.1

74 39.5

0 4,2

/0 5.3
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TABLE III-1 (can't)

SELECTED PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS AT ENROLLMENT

Charcteristics

Open Road/

New Enterprises Beginner's Luck

1

Synergy II

I I

Sunsol

I 1

Total

Number of Dependent

7ErrIFin

0 31 58,5 32 84.2 29 78.4 50 04.7 142 75.9

1 13 30.2 6 15.8 4 10.8 6 10.2 32 17.1

2 4 7.5 0 mmWM 4 10.8 2 3.4 10 Si

2 3.8 0 0 I 1.7 3 1.6

Prior Employment

Yes 44 83.0 25 651 31 83.8 42 71.2 142 75.9

No 9 17,0 13 34.2 6 16.2 17 28.8 45 24.1

Prior Job Training

Yes 9 17,0 8 21.1 10 27.0 29 49.2 56 29.9

No 44 83,0 30 78.9 27 73,0 30 50.8 131 70.1

Employment Status

Unemployed 43 81.1 34 89.5 31 100.0 56 94.9 170 90,9

Underemployed 2 3,8 0 ---;. 0 .... 1 1;7 3 1.6

Unknown 0 15.1 4 10.5 .0 .... 2 3,4 14 0,5

Receiving Public

Asilitinte

Yes 12 22.6 21 55.3 16 43.2 6 10.2 55 29.4

No 41 77;4 7 44.7 21 56.8 53 89.2 132 70.6

NOTE: Percentages may not total 1001 due to rounding.

*/Unknown refers to missing/non-reported data on program participants.

**/Other schooling includes post secondary, vocational, and technical training,
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111=4

Nearly 82 percent of the enrollees in the initiative
were minority group members, main acks and Hispanics;
However, at OR/NE 41.5 percent nees were white;

Over all programs, less tha
high school diplomas or gener
(GED) certificates when ent
percent of the youth at OR/N
At Beginner's Luck had comple
a GED prior to training. On
Sunsol and 24.3 of the youth
comparable level of education b

40 perce
educ

.t of the youth had
tional development
ing. However, 50.9

3 percent of the youth
school or -had obtained
ercent of the youth at
rgy II had attained a
program participation.

Slightly less than 25 percent of all trainees reported
that they had dependent children. However, 41.5 percent of
the trainees at OR/NE claimed to have one or more children.
The larger number of older and, perhaps, married males ,at
OR/NE accounted for this occurrence.2/

Data indicating attachment to the labor market, prior
work experience and employment status at entry, show similar
patterns across the initiative with no significant variation
among enterprises._ Youth tended to have some work exper
ience prior to training, but the majority were unemployed at
the time of entry into training. On a related indicator, a
large number of Sunsol youth (49.2 percent) reported that
they had job training before entering the enterprise, while
only 27.0 percent or less of the youth at the other
enterprises had prior job training;

Thus, the data indicate some differences in the
characteristics and background of youth entering training in
the four enterprises; However, when differences exist by
enterprises, a dichotomy emerges between youth enrolled at
OR/NE and, as a group, youth enrolled at SunsoI, Beginner's.
Luck, and Synergy II.

Youth Status at Termination

While enterprises in the P/PV initiative were successful
in recruiting unemployed, disadvantaged youth for training,
these enterprises_ were unsuccessful in meeting their
training and job placement goals. As shown in Table 111-2,
less than 60 percent of the youth who entered training
completed their enterprise-defined trairAng _objectives.
Completing training objectives did not necessarily result in
a positive outcome at termination such as entering a job,
full-time enrollment in school or a training program. Only
38 percent of the youth terminated from the programs with
"positive" outcomes: 33.7_percent of the youth entered jobs;
2.7 percent entered full-time school; and 2.2 percent
entered training.
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TABLE 111-2

PARTICIPANT OUTCOMES; TRAINING AND TERMINATION

Category

_ Open Road_/_

New Enterprises Beginnerli-Lsok Synergy II Suni61 Total

I

Training OutieMei

Completed Training

Yes
26 49.1 26 68.4 13 35,1

No
23 43.4 12 31.6 24 64.9

Unknown
4 7.5

__0. 0 ....

Total Enrollment
53 100.0 38 100.0 37 100;0

Termination Outtomsi

Positive Termination

by Type

UnsUbsidited Job 31 58.5 14 36.8 10 27,0

Full-time School 0 --- 1 2;6 2 5.4

Othet CETA Training 0 -- 0 --
0 -.

Non-CETA Training 1 1.9 --O ---- 0 ---;

Total Positive Termination
32 60.4 15 39.4 12 32;4

Negative Termination

by Type

Laid;off

Health
1

=MOO

1.9

....
_ _
...

0

0

....

....

Pregnancy
7.9 2 5.4

Family
3 5.7

... 1 2.7

Transportation
1 1.9

... 0 ----

Relocate
0

/01111. 2 5,3 2 5.4

Quit
4 7;5 0

.... 7 18.9

Involuntary
M. MOO= 0 -- 6 16.2

Unemployed-seeking Work 0
13 34.2 1 2.7

Other 6 11.3 4 10.5 1 2.7

Unknown 6 11.3 ___/ 2.6 5 13.5

Total Negative Terminations 21 39.6 23 60.5 25 67.5

42 71,2

17 28,8

__a

59 100.0

8 13;6

2 3;4

2 3.4

--I 1.7

13 22,1

2 3.4

1 1.7

0 - - --
5

0 .... 4

1 1.7 2

5 8.5 _9

10 16.9 21

1 1.7 1

24 40.7 38

1 1,7 12

--I 1.7 13

107 57.2

76 40.6

4 2.1

187 100.0

63 33.7

5 2.7

2 13
2 1.1'14/M...

72 38.6

1.1

1.1

2.7

2.1

1.8

11.2

3.7

20.3

6.4

7.0

46 78.0 115 61.

NOTE: Percentages do not necessarily add to 100 due to rounding.
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Although there is little available in the way of
statistical data that could clearly account for these dismal
outcomes a few general points can be made, some in light of
earlier process documentation discussions.

Since placement efforts were directed at program com-
pleters, the shortfall in the number of youth
completing training objectives had an adverse effect
on job placement.

6 The job placement rate was higher at OR/NE (56.6
percent), where between one and five youth entered
training at any one time, than at Beginner's Luck
(36.8 percent) , Synergy II (27.40) and Sunsol (13.6
percent), where between 11 and 18 youth entered
training at each period;

o When, job placement did occur, the majority of youth
entered full-time jobs (96.8 percent) in training
related occupations (68.2 percent). (See Table
III=3)

Although comparable wage data were not available for
the Open Road/New Enterprises youth who got jobs,
data for the other three programs indicate that few
youth were placed on jobs where the starting hourly
wage was $5.00 or more.

Even with sketchy data on termination outcomes, the avail-
able data showed that the majority of youth who entered
training in the enterprises did not enter private sector
jobs once they completed training.

Post-Ttaining Follow-up

In order to provide some indication of the "long-run"
employability effects of training in the enterprises, youth
were interviewed at three and eight months after termination
from the program. Only youth trained at Sunsol, Synergy II
and Beginner s Luck were administered follow-up question-
naires; OR/NE youth were not included in the follow-up
survey.

Table 111-4 shows summary data on selected responses
obtained from youth trained at three enterprises in the.
initiative. One must be cautious about generalizing_ from
the data Since less than half of the total youth trained at
Sunsol, Synergy II, and Beginner's Luck were interviewed.
Only 35.4 percent of youth interviewed at three months and
45.2 percent of the youth interviewed at eight months after
program termination reported that they were "presently"
working at a full-time-job; Although unemployed when
interviewed, 13.8 percent of youth at three months and 24.2
percent at eight months indicated that they had worked on a
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TABLE 111-3

CHARACTERISTICS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR TRAINEES ENTERING UNSUBSIDIND EMPLOYMENT AT TERMINATION

Category

Open Road/

New Entertain- Beginner's Lack

I

..

Synergy II Sunsol Total

Total Enrollment 53 38 %O.*. 37 ---- 59
imiN 187 lea to.

Total Employment 31 0.1004m 14 10 8 63

Employment as a Z of

Enrollment
-- 58.5 -- 36.8 -- 27.0 -- 13.6 -- 33.7

Type of Employment

Full-Time 31 100.0 13 92;9 90.0 6 100.0 61 96.8

Part-Time 0
Wow.. 0 10 . 0 0 1 1.6

Data Not Available
1 7;1

=WWI. 0 1 1.6

Type of Job

Labor _0 !,--1- 0 .... 0 014.0. 1 12.5 1 1,6

Training Related 22 71.0 10 71.4 8 80.0 3 37.5 43 68.3

Skilled/Other 9 29.0 3 21,4 2 20.0 4 50.01 18 28.6

Data Not Available 0 ---- 1 1.1 0 - - --
0

- - -- 1 1.6

Hourly Wage

$3,00-$4.99 0
.... 12 89,1 9 90.0 4 50.0 25 39.7

$5,00-$6.99
0 ..._ 1 7,1 1 10.0 4 50.0 6 9.5

Data Not Available 31 100.0 1 7,1 0 ---- 0 ---- 32 47.6

Referred by Program

Yes 22 71.0 13 92.9 9 90.0 4 50.0 46 76.2

No 9 29,0 0 -- 1 10.0 50.0 14 22.2

Data Not Available
16.0.0 1 7.1

0 .... 1 1.6

NOTE: Percentages may not total 1001 due to rounding.
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TABLE 111-4

SELECTED RESPONSES FROM THREE MONTH AND EIGHT MONTH PARTICIPANT OLLOW-UP SURVEY

Beginner's Luck

3 mo 8 mo

Synergy 11 Sunso',

3 mo-- 8 mo 3 mo 8 mo

Total

3 mo 8-mo-

Working Full-Tite

(u 11) -10 (1) (1) Iv cs_

Yeir, presently . _
34.8 42:1 27;3 35.0 154 56.5 35;4 45.2

No, `but worked since training 13.0 31.6 4.5 104 25;0 30,4 13.8 24;2

No but worked part-time 13.0 10.5 13.6 15.0 10.0 4.3 123 9.7

Never'yorked 39.1 15.8 54;5 40.0 20.0 8.7 38.5 21.0

Has hourly wage

Increased
21.7 26.3 22;7 25.0 50.0 52.2 30.8 35.5,

Decreaied 8,7
le= 0144 9.1 5.0 15.0 13.0 10,8 6.5

Same
13.0 15.8 4.5 20.0 10.0 8.8 _9.2 14.5

Never Worked 39,5 15.8 54.5 40.0 20.0 8.7 38.5 21.0

No Response 17.4 42.1 9.2 10.0 5.0 17.3 10.7 22.5

Number of Respondents (23) (19) (22) (20) (20) (23) (65) (62)

Response Rate Rate at Each Wave 60,51 50.0% 59.51 54.11 44.91 40.0% 48.51 46.21

NOTE: Participants interviewed at eight months are not necessarily the same youths who were interviewed at three months.
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full-time job since leaving the program. Nearly 39 percent
and 21 percent of youth responding to the three and eight
month survey, respectively, had not worked since they had
left the program.

Few of the youth interviewed reported increases in their

hourly wages, if they were or had been employed since
training. Only 30.8 percent of the youth interviewed at
three months_ and 35.5 percent interviewed at eight months
reported an increase in their hourly wages on their jobs.

Concluding_ComeR_ts

The follow-up data here is minimal and conclusions must

be drawn with care. Even with the limited data, it is clear

that none of the enterprises were successful in meeting
their employment and training- objectives, particularly in

placing youth in unsubsidized jobs._ For the few youth_who

were pladedr the available data did not permit a deVrmin-
atiOh of the length of time _these youth remained employed

after program termination. However; the majority of -youth

interviewed in -the post =- training survey were_unemplOyed_both

at three and eight months after program termination. Though

not conClLiSiVe0 When _taken togetherj the available data

Suggest that enterprise training _did_ not improve the.

employability of the majority of youth who 'were enrolled kn

the initiative. The data further suggest that employment

among after_training was characterized more as

transient than stable.
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NOTES

I/Under its EDA funding, OR/NE was permitted to recruit
persons who were as old as 24 years of age. Persons alrebdy
enrolled at OR/NE were permitted to complete their training
under P/PV funding.

2/Forty (60 %) percent of the trainees at OR/NEP were
iderilified as the family "head" when they entered training.
See Public/Private Ventures, "Youth'EntrepreneurShip: Third
Interim Research Report," report to U.S. DOL, Office of
Youth Programs, Washington, D.C., Winter, 1980 (Philadel.=

phia, Winter, 1980).

3/For the eight enterprises in the OR/NE network, the
number of youth in training ranged-from one to five persons.
At SunsoI, Becjinner's1Luck and Synergy II,_ average par-
ticipant enrollment during each training cycle was eleven,
eighteen, and seventeen youth, respectively.
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION: ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

This Chapter eValuates the success of_three of the

enterprises_ in the P/PV's Youth Entrepreneurship Initiative

in fulfilling enterprise objectives -- sales, profitability,
expansion and, most fundamentally, enterprise survival.

Because of the ladk of availability of comparable financial

information, OR/NE is not reviewed in this section.

(Related findings were discussed in an earlier P/PV report

and are included in Appendix Ai) A basic issue -to be re-

solved is the _compatibility of_enterprise and training
objectives in the context of a new small business. _ Before

proceeding_ with the analysis, some discussion of this and
other important enterprise development problems and issues

is in order.

ISSUES-AND_PROBLEMS

Reconciling Business and Traiminbiectives

There appears to be no inherent incompatibility between

attaining (or maintaining) profitability and training indi=

viduals to carry on the purposes of a firm. This is espe-

cially true in- large organizations with considerable resour-
___
ces in terms of human and physical capital, financial assets

and leverage; In the date of small businesses, however,

especially new small businestea, the drain on existing time

and scarce resources which training involves, takes away

from the immediate concern of the firm--short item survival

and profitability. P/PV-funded enterprises fell into the

latter category in that -they were small businesses. They

had to contend with all the problems that conventional
sma114 struggling businesses face; and they had the added
responsibility of meeting training goals;

For these firms, it is appropriate to ask Whether enter-

prise and training objectives can be optimally, or even

adequately, attained as joint objectives; The implied hypo-

thesis is that the inclusion of training as a goal parallel

(if not superior) to that of generating business profits

seriously challenges the short=term survival of the firm in

two ways: (1) by inducing an allocation of resources which

is suboptimal from the standpoint of efficiency or profit-

ability; and (2) by imposing a social objective-=the train7

ing and placeaent of digadvantaged youth--which entails

added costs. TheSe threaten to turn the ostensibly_profit-

making character of the busineSs into a hybrid profit/not-7

for-profit enterprise, i.e., one in which the quality of
training services to clientele takes precedence over, or is

of equal value with, business profitability.



Methods/Levels of Capitalization

There were two basic sources of capitalization for the
YOUth Entrepreneurship enterprises: (1) P/PV subcontract and
(2) other sources; e;g;i individual investorsi corporations;
foundations, and even the project's sponsoring organization;

In the first phase of the initiative,- OR/NE made a

strong effort to market their enterprises and attract -other
sources of capital; Their efforts were successful initial==
ly, as capital investment came in from corporations; founda-
tions and individual investors; Two significant points can
be made_: (l) the sponsoring organizations and enterprises
prepared a marketing "prospectus_t" and (2) both the enter7
prises:and the investors expected return on capital. In the
second phase of the initiativei none of the -three enter-
prises; Beginner's Lucki Synergy II or Sunatil actively or
systematically sought-- utside investment or funding; All
three relied,on P/PV resources; and projected earned revenue
and potential investment from the sponsoring organizations,
with_Iittle or_no expectation of return on capital by either
_the "investors" or the enterprises.

Enterprises-and the Local_Mazkets

Each enterprise was established with a product/service
which represented a potential- growth market in_the_geogra-
phic area in which the enterprise was located. The problemi
howeveri concerned the way in which -the enterprises focused_
on and approached their market or "segment of the market."
With the exception of Synergy Ili the enterprises made
either judgment or timing errors which severely affected
the sales and revenues generated;

Beginner's Luck was located in a large university
complex which could reasonably have been identified as a

ready-made market; This market; however, was depressed
during the summer months; when most students_ were away, and
Beginners Luck did not _develop a plan and was unable to
market its services:successfully to the summer population;

Sunsol chose to focus on a segment of the market which

was financially _unable to create a strong_demand for
Sunsol's goods and services. Low and moderate income people
may have considered solar energy products a "luxury."

Synergy II_ knew its market--New York City--since the
experience of both the__Educational Alliance and Synergy I

provided Synergy II with managementi market- strategies and
analysis, and prior experience in , the retail clothing

business;
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NewBusiness vs. Existing Business

Existing business operations have a better chance for

success than new business start-ups. The start-up problems

of Sunsol far exceeded those of Synergy II, which was a

replication of another retail clothing store, Synergy I.

Beginner's Luck, which was modeled after its very successful

parent, the Restaurant School, would have been operational

much faster if local governmental requirements had not
blocked rapid recruitment of the targeted youth. Both

Synergy_II and Beginner's_Luck were able to avoid some of

the start-up operation pitfalls which plagued Sunsol because

they_ were able to draw on the resources of existing and
parallel enterprises, that is, their parent organizations.

of Enterprises in Relationshi Patterns

of Similar Small_Businesses

In general,_the three enterprises_ fit the development

pattern of small businesses in that the P/PV-funded enter=

prises had a high failure rate. Although two enterprises,

Sunsol and Synergy may continue, they will do so with

subsidies, rather than with only retained earnings or out-

side capital. Of tne three industries--restaurant oViner-

ship, retail clothing, and solar unit fabrication, Begin-

ner's Luck is in an industry with one of the highest firSt=

year failure rates -- over _70 percent, while Synergy II in

the retail clothing field had the best chance of success;

Stafftnq,_PatterrLlkalsilai2n.

All enterprises were affected by- substantial and signi-

ficant staff turnover At the middle and top management

levelsi these staff changes resulted in _shifts_ in operating

policies. BecaUSe bf turnover andshiftt, key positions

went unfilled (or were not clearly defined) for Varying

periods of time at critical points.in program operations.

All of the enterprises carried larger staffs
is

similar businesses of their relative site.,;_ (Staff is re-

ferred to in a broad _context which includes project and

trainee personne14) The greater staff size due pri-

marily to training requirements, AdditionallybetauSe of

funding requirements and training _obligations, the bUsi-

neSses were unable to reduce Staff when sales/revenues

failed to meet projections;
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EVALUATION OF ENTERPRISES AS ENTERPRLSES

methodological Problems

Trained labor is a normal joint-product or by-product of
any going dandern_vbUt this does not imply the production of
salable output. The latter is primary and the former secon-
dary, if, indeed, it is recognized as an objective at all.
The fundamental issue or dilemma is the degree of compatia=
bility or conflict between "training" and "production" ob
jectives; Presumably, like most economic objectivesi'theit
telatiOnShip is a mixture -- partly complementary and partly a
trade-off.

Training of individuals for both line and stafk_func
tions is an on-going process, and the quality of this train-
ed manpower is one :ofthe most crucial elements in the long
term survival and success of larger firms; To what extent
do enterprise expenditures_on_labor training further enter-
prise development or production objectives, and to what
extent do they serve other objectives? It suggests a second
methodological dilemma--that, somehow, training inputs and
outputs must be divided into two parts though they are both
embodied in individuals. Training inputs and outputs are
only separable in a "classroom training_modeIi" in WhiCh one
set of persons, "the trainers," provide the inputs and
another set, "the trainees," become the outputs. Here, the
input/output distinction is unclear or inappropriate..

Even with these methodological problems, efforts were
made in this evaluation to identify time spent on training
functions and to measure the cost of trainees' "direct
laborn_ in helping to produce salable output; We cannot
identify, however, the value of learning on-the-joh, nor the
value of sales foregone because of poor quality work by
trainees. Nevertheless, we shall see that the data permit a
reasonable judgment to be made about the combination of

training and business objectives in the enterprises.

Sunsol

The data from SunSol, though not without problems, are
far more complete than data from the other enterprises;
Analysis of these permits us to probe most of the baSic
questions raised by _the Youth Entrepreneurship Initiative,
whereas data from the others allow only a more superficial
treatment. At a minimum, the analysis suggests the degree
to which training and enterprise objectives are in conflict.



The fiscal analysis included in this evaluation repre-
sents program cost and enterprise cost-as subsets of demon-

stration cost; These three categories are defined as fol-

lows:

demonstration cost, cost associated with the

initiative's objectives--learning, evaluation,

replicability;

program cost, cost associated directly with
operating both the training and enterprise
components; and

enterprise cost, cost attributable only to

business operations.

After making necessary adjustments for compatibility, Table

IV-1 and Table LV=2 show these_costs as defined above. (A

detailed discussion of thelmethod used in adjusting-the cost

data is provided in Appendix Etp) As indicated by Table IV-

1, total program cost ($402#674) accounted for 89.9 percent

of the total demonstration cost-_ Enterprise operations==the
"business"_ side of the YoUth Entrepreneurship project ==

accounted for about $233,000, which is 52 percent of total

cost and nearly 58 percent of project ctiSt._ Participant and

training costsepresenting the "training" side of the
projectaccounted for nearly $1710,000, about 38 per?ent of

total cost and 42 percent of program cost.

However, categorizing cost in. this manner does not pro=

vide a complete pictureof the cost of solat businessOpere

tions. Table IV-2 shows these costs, broken down into gross

categories; Of the $2324894 estimated for enterprise opera-

ting costs, adMiniStrative overhead and office and com-

munication expenses (specific to the enterprise) accounted

for 34.2 percent and 10.7 percent, respectively. Slightly

more than 55 percent of the operating cost was attributed to

the sale of SOlar_units, i.e., "cost of goods sold," which

included direct labor and materials cost.

Although industry data are not available for thiS type

of business for comparison, we can make some general remarks

about the profitability of the enterprises and effects of

training objectives on profits (or the lack of profits).

Exci Overhead. High overhead can doom a fledgling

business. This was the case with Sunsol: As measured by

its -sales volume, Sunsol had an average gross profit of

$476 on each solar unit sold. Although this gross profit

permitted- nearly $21,000 in overhead, the actual overhead

was nearly $80,D00- -thus an excess overhead of almost

$59,000.1/

7



TABLE IV-1

SUNSOL: COMPOSITION OF COSTS

Demonstration* Program

$

Administration $ 45,311 10.1

Enterprise Operating Costs 232,894 52.0 $232,894 57.8

Participant Costs 127,358 28.4 127,358 31.6

Training Costs 42,512 9.5 42,512 10.6

Total $448,075 100.0 $402,674 100.0

....mM.1.MMWm.,==.'Ig.1001W

The in4ouse costs of P/PV's R&D work are not included since it has not been

possible to disaggregate these on a project or program basis.
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TABLE IM

SUNSOL; TOTAL ENTERPRISE OPERATING COSTS

CoSt Category Level ($) Percentage (%)

Administrative Overhead* $79,691 34.2

Office & Communications** 24,812 10.7

Cost of Goods Sold*** 62,970 27.0

Other Operating Costs 65,421 28.1

Total $232,894 100.0

*/Includes: Staff salaries allocated _to enterprise operations, centralized

corporate services, and consultant and professional services, all calculated from

the monthly invoices.

!t /Includes; Office expenses, teletone, occupancy; postage, express, etc.;

and consumable supplies, all as itemized on the monthly invoices, except, in the

case of Sunsol, for 20% ($540) of telephone expenditures allocated to Administration (A).
V to

* ** /Includes; Direct labor- material- installation supplies,

fabrication supplies and other "expenses" as itemized on the profit and lops statements.
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Enterprise Profitability. Enterprise profitability
shown in Table IV=3. The Sunsol enterprise sustained sig-
nificant losses in every one of its_14 months as a P/PV
project; from a high 939 percent of salesin _July 1980; to a
low of about 28 percent of sales- in the last month (April,
1981); Total losses were $175311, or 210 percent of sales;

In a standard business enterprise, the extent Of these
losses_ Would _be judged with respect to capital investe4.,
Strittly Speaking, there is no investment capital in Sunsol;
i.e.; no debt or equity on which a "return" is expected or
required./ Yet in every sense except a legal sense; most
of the grants provided to Sunsol for the YoUth Entrepreneur-7
ship Initiative should indeed be viewed as "capital." If

the P/PV SUbCOntract amount; $246,690; is used as a reasona-
ble approximation of Sunsol investment capital 31, Sunsol's
return on investment was (=) 65.7 percent--a loss of two-
thirds of its capital. (See Table B-1 in Appendix B.)

Training Effects= Sunsol provided training to 59 youth;
(As mentioned in an earlier discussion, only eight Were
placed n jobs at the conclusion of training.) The eSti--7

mated cost to provide this training was:

Direct Training COtt 42,512

Trainee Wages 127,358

Excess Overhead 61,644

Total Estimated Training Cost $ 231,514 4/

_-This total cost is an indicator of the excess burden to be
borne if employment and training objectives are accorded an
importance as great as production or profit objectives in
the Sunsol enterprise.

This estimate of training cost is only indicative of the

effects of training on enterprise profitability. First,
Sales would have had to increase substantially to cover
training cost. With an average unit sale price of $1,895,
Sunsol would have had -to 8011 122 more units during the
subcontract period simply to cover its training cost. (Only

44 units were sold.) Second, Sunsol would have needed to
reduce either the number of individuals in training at. any
one time or the number of trainees used on installation jobs
as a means of reducing training costs. Yet, thiS would only
have reduced some training costs, while other training costs
would have remained relatively fixed, e.g., equipment and
materials. In short, few routes existed to adjust the cost
of training downward.



TABLE IV-3

SUNSOL: ENTERPRISE PROFITABILITY
(March 1980 to April 1981)

Month SaIe($) EOC($)*
Net Profit/

Loss
EOC/
SaldS

Profit (loss)
as % of Sales_

March -0- 9,066 $( 9,066)

April 690 12;145 ( 11.455) 17.60 (=.--)1660.1

May 2,213 12.;641 ( 10,428) 5.71 Z-) 471.2

June 2,093 14;452 ( 12,359) 6.90 (-) 590.5

July 2;270 23,588 ( 21,318) 10.39 (-) 939.1

August 9,109 20,275 ( 11,166) 2.23 (.-.=) 122.6

Sept 6,633 37,942 ( 31,309) 5.72 (-) 472.0
A

Oct 8,854 21,008 ( 12,154) 2.37 (-) 137.3

NOV 4,764 15,582 ( 10,818) 3.27 (z) 227.1

Dec 7,603 18,264 ( 10,661) 2.40 ( ) 140.2

Jan 843 14,301 ( 13,458) 16.96 (-)1596.4

Feb 16;343 22,634 ( 6,291) 1.38 (=) 38.5

March 15,616 28;629 ( 13;013) 1.83 (-) 83.3

April 6,548 8,363 ( 1,815) 1.28 (-) 27.7

TOTAL 83,578 258,890 (175,311) 3.10 (z) 209.8%

* /only a summary project report_WaS available indicating

how sales d011ars were allocated agaihSt various cost categories;

There is, therefore, no month -by -month accounting of this; so
thetotal sales dollars used to defray Enterprise Operating Cost

(EOC) items are simply allocated using a:straight monthly average

Of $5,351 per month ($74,9184-14 Mtihths).
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Other highlights of Sunto118 financial performance are:

Sales were slow to develop and were very erra-
tic. Overall, for the 14 months of data, the
sales curve does show some upward movement; but
every time there was an increase in a particular
month sales fell back the following month. (See
Figure 8-1 in Appendix.)

6 Enterprise operating coststended to decline
somewhat during the subcontract period, from an
astronomical 16.96 times the January 1981 sales
figure to less than 1.83 times the March 1981
sales total. For the 13 month period, operating
cost averaged over 1.5 times sales. The thir-
teen months of net losses can be attributed to
the erratic yet consistently high level of
operating cost.

Staff salaries (including fringe benefits) were
consistently the largest operating expense item,
averaging 46 percent of the total monthly in-
voice expense. Clearly, this is the single
largest item contributing to high operating
costs.

Suntol's finanCial performance was extremely pdor; The
enterprise did thOW some_ growth in its _salesi but thit
growth was untteady.. This problem -was compounded by an
excessive cost to produce and sell solar units, due in-large
part to the high operating expenses incurred byll:.rofessional

and trainee salaries and wages; Suntol's congtantly chang-
ing relatiOnthip td- its parent organization, Chicanos Por La

Causai and the resultant- absence of a clear marketing strat-
egy contributed to the financial uncertainty of the business
as well.

Beginner's Luck!

The Beginner's Luck restaurant opened on March 7, 1980

and closed on June 30, 1981. Nine monthly profit and loss
(P/L) statements are available--from March, 1980 through

August, 1980 and from January, 1981 through March; 1981.

None are available for the final three months of operation;

The Beginner's Luck data also do not permit identification
of enterprise costs distinct from demonstration costs. The

following pointtcau be made based on available data:

In eight of the nine month8 of profit/loss data,

losses were registered. Only April 1980 showed
a small profit. (See Figure IV-1.)

4



FIGURE IV=1.

BEGINNER'S LUCK: MONTHLY PROFIT OR LOSS

Net Profit
(March, 1980 to March, 1981)

$9;000
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NOTE: The Beginner's Luck contract period was from January, 1980 to July, 1981.

Begini7s Luck was not in operation for period 9/1/80 to 12/31/80. Monthly Profit/LoSs

_statements were not available for April, May and June of 1981.

)(

Time
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o Sales were erratic. They show an initial in-

crease, from $13,899 in March 198.0: (the first

month of operation) to $18,482 as of April 1980.
The next four months, from May to August 1980

show a steady decline in sales; Sales increased
steadily upward from $8,575 in January 1981 to
$15,558 as of March 1981; (See Table B-2 in
Appendix.)

Operating expenses While moving. in the_same
ggeneral direction as sales and_cost of oods

sold, averaged 101.78 percent of sales_during
the nine months of data availability. _This is
more than twice the industry average figUrd_Of

45.4 percent. .
The extremely high Operating

expense figures_are the single most important
reason for the heaVy losses incurred by Begin-
ner'S Luck. For five of the nine monthly pro-
fit/loss statements, operating expenses averaged
approximately 130 pe-rcent of sales. No small:

bUSiness can survive such a tremendousoutflow
Of resources for long. (See Table B=2 and
Figure B=4 in Appendix.)

The adverse impact of high expenses on the
profitability of Begintier.'S Luck is apparent
from examination of the behaViOr of wage and

salary expenses-over the life of_the business.
A.nine month analysis of data shOWS that two
thirds (67 percent) of all operating expenses
Can be accounted for by wages and salarieS.
2ven during the -slow months of June, July, and
Augusti wage and salary expenses- averaged well

Over 68 percent of monthly operating expenses;

4 GiVen the. data for Beginner's Luck, without
reducing operating exp7enses the restaurant_ would

haVe had to averag an additional $5,486.50_pet
month of revel-1.1es to break even during the eight

1.P.nths showing net lOSS6S. However, given

Beginner's inability to -stem the rapid
increase 1 c-.)st of sales and operating 'ax-
penadS4 thi2; is an especially conservative
estimate.

The financial ;performance of Beginner's Luck reflects a
'lumber of programmatic factors, such as the lack of con-
tinuity and direction caused by the high staff turnover
rates, The decline in sales from May to August corresponds
with a drastic reduction in the restaurant's student clien-

tele produced by the University's summer break in classes;
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The improvement in sales beginning in January 1981 coincides
with the beginning of the new reformatted second cyc;e-of
,Beginner't Luck training and operations.

In the case of Beginner't Luck, we lack the data to
renders an accounting and analysis of enterprise versus
training costs as in Sunsol. The data prtcsented above on
profitability, operating costs; etc., suggest conclusions
similar to the Sunsol case. There appear to be excessive
operating costt, due in large part to the salaries and wage
component which may be largely analogous to the excess
overhead identified in Sunsol. There is here, too,/ a con-
sistent pattern of losses, totaling $53,257. The latter

implies a ( -)19.3 percent return on the P/PV "investment" of
$275,420. In sum, the failure of Beginner's Luck as an
enterprise is also apparent from this evaluation;

Synergy_II

The Educational Alliance's subcontract with P/PV to
establish Synergy -II- commenced on April 1, 1980 and termi-
nated on May 1981. Although charges were made to the
P/PV subcontract during thit period, actual operation of the

business did not commence until late June, _1980: Financial

analysis of Synergy II is impeded by the following problems:

Unlike Beginner's LuCk and SunsoI, most, monthly
profit/loss statements for Synergy I and II gre

not aviailabIe. While charges to P/PV per thrwr

monthly_ invoice summaries indicate monthly costs
by project component; comparable sales summaries
are not available for all months.

The three QuarterlyFiscal Operating Reports
available treat Synergy I and II as one business
enterprise._ Treating Synergy I and II in a
consolidated manner allowed synergy I to subsi-
dize some of Synergy II'S losses. This tended
to inflate Synergy II's profit.

One bank account was maintained for both buti=
nesses and some operatipg expenses were taken
from a joint fund which does_not appear-to have
been reimbursed by_Synergy II when funds were
used for that specific enterprise.

Theseproblemsmeanthatweare obterving not Synergy

II, but a composite of a new and an al.ready established
enterprise. Thus, to an unknown \legree, the reported sta-
tistics are clearly biased as a representation of the
performance of Synergy II. Profitalbility is overstated; and

costs understated. Given the constraints of the data,

certain analytical points can still be made.
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Viewed together, Synergy I_and_II (hereafter,
i4mpIy "Synergy") generated Sales_of S99,708
during a nine month period (from April_ 1980 to

December 31i_1980)_.Month-to-mdtithi_theSe sales
increased, then decreased. (See Table IV=4.)

It appears that although Synergy showed a strong
capacity to generate business revenue, there was
a lack of consistency in this trend. (See Table

17-5.)

eased upon the computed. quarterly expense
figures,. Synergy showed a profit in only one
quartvIly period of operation.

C-rJt of operations for the June, SepteMber,_and
tg:ember quarterlY:St*teatents remained CtihSider=,;

ably above -the 604_percent industry average for
apparel and acosssory stores.

Synergy II appears tb_ have been the least financially

troubled of all throe prject enterprises and the one Rost
likely_to_continue to operate_successfully after the P/PV
grant_ period. The boutique benefited_ from the earlier

experience of Synergy _I, both financially and through the
seasoning which derives fromhaving already operated_a
similarbusiness. It is impossible here, as with Beginner's

Luck, to provide quantitatiVe_estimates of the extent to
Which overhead, training and demcin:Aration activities sad-
dled theenterprise with excess costs and impaired enter-

prise viability.'

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

The three enterprises we have analyzed are very dif-

ferent==in locations, industries, histories and personnel;

Yet their performance reveals simi',arities suggesting some

general observations.

First, the. tension between enterprise and training

Objectives is apparent in all cases, not only in the process
documentation but in the numerical analySiS vesehted thus

far. ThiS is not a surprising observation.- The pursuit of
a mixed training and profit agenda is_especially problematic

for new--small businesses, Entrepreneurial hiStOtieS point
repeatedly to the compulsive, single-mindedneSS -which

characterizes an entrepreneur's etforts to build a bUSiness.
With little capital and little help, the task of enterprise
formation is consuming and difficult enough even fOr the
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TABLE IV-4

SYNERGY II: SALES*
(June, 1980 to May, 1981)

Month Gross salet

June (5 weeks) $ 6;719

July (3 weeks) 5,916

August (5 weeks) 41,841

September 12,492

October - December** 34,374

January 2,598

February 4,104

March 5,500

April 4,717

May n/a

/Gross Sales reported after the subcontract p tad
or as follows: June, $13,313; July, $16,168; and

August, $22,207.

**/ Gross Sales for this period are reported as a
quarterly amount to P/PV by Synergy II.



TABLE

SYNERGY I & II: QUARTERLY SALES & EXPENSES

(April/ 198Q to December, 1980)

Subcontract

Quarter Sales

I** $13,956

II 60,249

III 25,503

Operating

Expenses*

..=n1IININT11011111011.!14

Net Profit

or Loss

$16,149

44,434

411254

($ 1,538)

$151815

($15 751)

SOURCE; Youth Entrepreneurship initiative; Quarterly Fiscal Opera na kpott for

quarters ending 6/30/80i 9/30/80i and 12/31/80.

/Operating expense do not include participant training-related icems.

**/Operating expenses for the quarter ending 6/30/80 are for a period of 5 weeks.

Quarterly estimates for sales and operating expenses are $36,285 and $4119871 retOctively.
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most capable entrepreneurs; undistracted by other objec-
tives. From the standpoint of business development; train-
ing fUnCtiOn$ literally a distraction from -the primary;
most dritit4q_tesks; bne which no new busineSs can afford if
it is to survive.

It Would, appear from the business literature that; to

the extent multiple private and social objectives are pur-
sued by business; they are_pursued mainly by_big_businesses;
by_busineSS excutives in their roles as socially conscious
individualS lending time and Ittoney to charitable organiza-7
tionS; __Even the largest businesses; though,- never confuse
their objectives--business development objectives are always
primary and training objectives alwaY secondary. Thus; one
lesson from the enterprise standpoint of the P/PV Initiative
is that agendas_do not work--both sets of objectives
can be served_on_a sustained basis only set is clear-
ly primary and the other is clearly secondary;

Second; the contrast in performance between Synergy and
the other enterprises suggests the importance of starting up
a enterprise_from_an_existing business; _Sharing of costs
and_the receipt of- advice and management assistance from _a

similar successful bUSiness must be counted as factors
contributing to Synergy's _relative success,_ Again; to the
extent thattraining activities are a significant demand on
personnel time; the experience of Sunsol suggests that a new
bUSiheSS in particular is no-t the framework in which to
employ such activities;

Finally; the enterprises in this initiative probably
should be viewed as variations on a theme of failure from
the standpoint of capital consumption. Relative to most new
Small businessesi the enterprises in the P/PV Initiative
enjoyed a small advantage in having access to large amounts
Of working capi-tal._ All of these enterprises, except
Synergy; consumed capital at a_rate which ensured business
failure; even if the ptOjedt=life time horizons were ex-
tended. Poor production management, poor marketihg strate
qiest and inadequate fiscal systems doomed these enter-
peises==an outcome not unusual for small businesses.
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NOTES

1/Average cost, average gross_profit, and excess over-
head were computed bated on Sunsol estimates reported by
CPLC which indicated that the average selling price for its

solar units -was $1,895; This implies 44 "units" were sold
during the life of the project; The number 44 is an aver=
aged rather- than an- actual number which accounts for the
fact that the actual output was a mix of "installations" and

"assemblies;" ThUti_the average cost of goods sold (COGS)
per sales unit was $1#419, implying a gross profit per unit
of $476 (25 percent of -sales price }. This permits nearly
$21,000 in overhead to be sustainedt_where"overhead" means
indirect -costs of production. Actual overhead is estimated
to be $79,691. Thus "excess" overhead in the Sunsol_entet
prise was nearly $59,000 ($79,691 $58,747), a
very high proportion (25 pet-cent) of total EOC. If, in

addition:, one assumes that the enterprise must count
depreciation costs against groSt profit, then a lesser

portion of gross- profits is availale_to sustain overhead--
only $18,000. ThiS means that the "excess" is corres= _

pondingIy greater: $61,644, or 26.5 percent of EOC; ThiS

is the more appropriate figure since an enterprise must be

able to maintain and/or replace its capital stock.

2 /In Chicanos Poi' La Causa's fall 1980, breakeven
analysis, however, they expressed a desire to attain a 15
percent return on sales;

3/As an approkiMatiOn#_this is biased on the low side;

actually "investment" was higher -since grants.from other
sources provided "working capital" to some degree.

4 /dote, furthermore, this is a"program" cost estimate_
which omits the added burden due to "demonttration" related

activities.



CHAPTER V

COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

ThiS chapter presents an evaluation of the cdSt=effec-
tiveness of "enterprise" and__"training" outcomes as separate
objectives. It also _provides an analytical frameWork for
viewing the trade =off between the_two objectives at three of

the enterprises 7- Beginner'i Luck, _SunSol, and Synergy II.
OR/NE is not included in this analysis.

ENT-E_RP_RI_SE

A good _deal of the cost-effectiveness of the Youth
Entrepreneurship Inititive as an enterprise_creator has

already been indicated by the statistics and remarks of

Chapter IV. This section, therefore, reduces the issue of
the coSt=effectiveness of the enterprises to one of_profita=
bility and compares the enterprises along this simple dimen-

sion.

The relevantstatistics on enterprise profitability are

shown in Table V--i. Since it has been established (in

Chapter_ IV) that none of the enterprises, were profitable,
enterprises Can only be ranked according to the extent of
negative profit8=;=that the enterprise with the least
amount of fosses. A _rank can be ascertained by using

Return on Sales index. According to_this_profitabiI-
itY ranking,_ Synergy II is preferred over the other two
enterpriSeS because it suffered the least amount Wf losses;
and is followed by Beginner's Luck and Sunsol;

TRAINING

Analysis of the cost-effectiveness of the Youth Entre-
preneurship training activities revolves around two aspects:

4 the coSt=effectiveness of the training activi=
ties, and

op the cost-effectiveness of "adding on" enterprise
objectives to what is otherwise a training
project.
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TABLE V-1

YOUTH F Vri;PRENEURSHIP ENTERPRISE PROFITABILITY

Enter-rise

Sunsol
(14 mos.)

Beginner's LUCk
(9 mos.)

Synergy
(4 qtrs.)

Return On
Sales_(ROS) Variation* Trend

113 slightly up

65 down

2,800** slightly tip

',/This is the coefficientof variation, equal to _the

monthly mean of ROS's divided by their standard deviation
(x100) . This is an indication of uncertainty /in profit

performance..

7These estimates for Synergy are crude, based on only
quarterly data with two quarters (the first and second of
1981) missing and one quarter the first one following the
end of the P/PV contract. The variation is large because of

a laige loss (-62%) during one quarter. The ROS's for the
other quarters were, in sequence, 10.7%, 26.3% and 19%.

Table V=1 shows the index of profit variability for each
enterprise which indicates the degree of uncertainty in
profit performance. Fn the case of SYnergy, the higher
variation should not be interpreted as negating the signifi-
cance of their higher profitability. The estimate, is not
based on monthly data, there: are several month's-data mis-
sing and the business is seasona-I. There is bias, however,
becaute Some of Synergy II's costs were subtidized by Syn-
ergy I, So that the figure above (-1.5 percent) is an over-
estim. of Synergy 11'8 profitability. Variation in pro-
fitability of each enterprise is high and there are no sig-
nificant trends,,except perhaps for Beginner's Luck:/ (See

Figures B=2 and B-4 in Appendix.)
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Let us consider each of these in turn.

First, the coSt=effectiveness of training activities -can
be viewed .n terms of simple ratios which can be used to
assess most federal training projects:

cost per positive termination, and/or

cost per job placement;

In these terms, negative terminations are viewed not as
outcomes but simply as costs to be borne in producing posi-
ylve outcomes.2/ Training costs are here defined as a
combination of training costs per Se (cost of instructors'
time, etc.) and participant wages or stipends.

Table V-2 shows. the average _participant training cost
for a positive termination generally, and for a_job place-
ment, specifically.2/ Beginner's Luck had the lowest cost
per job placement, followed by Synergy and Sunsol. When

considering cost per positive outcomeit phe same 'order

emerges: Beginner'-s Luck had lowest dust- and Sunsol the

highest cost. In all cases these costs noticeably high
due tf) poor placement performances by the\enterprises.

Thus, we rank the enterprises it terms of training cost-
effectiveness as follows:

1. Beginner's Luck;

2. Synergy; and

3; Sunsol.

Second, the cost =-effectiveness of adding enterprise
objectives can be ir.;erpreted in economic terms as the
"opportunity cost" of enterprise activities to a project-as-

6-=training program; The question -to be asked then becomes:
do the added benefits (revenues) exceed the added costs
(ekt..44 materials and supplies, tools and equipment, man-
agement, marketing, etc.)_ for productior4 and sales of

goods or services? Sungol is the only project for which
this question can be answered with some degree of

iaid the answer is clearly: no._ Estimate (shown in

Appendix B) indicate that the "marginal cost of nterprise"

was over $149,000. This is abouf $50,000 high, than the
most optimistic estimate of project sales revenu which

are the marginal benefits to enterprise,4/ if the extra
(sales) revenues eve-/6 to exceed the extra (enterprise)
costs. Otherwise, the projects would be more cost-effective
if the enterprise objectives were removed with training as
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TABLE V-2

TRAINING COST FOR

BEGINNER'S LUCK, SYNERGY II, AND SIJNSOL

,111MPOOMINVP.....1111.11...1..

Beginner's Luck

Total Training Costs*

Total Job Placements

Total Positive Placemnts**

Average Cost per Job Placement

Average Cost per Positive Placement

Synergy II Sunsol***

$180,850 $151,117 $169,870

14 10 8

15 12 13

$ 12,918 $ 15;112 $ 21,233

$ 12,057 $ 12,593 $ 13,067

/Total training costs are participant costs and training;

** /Total positive placements include total Job Placement and Other Positive Placementt,

**/$113d17.12_or 73% of all of Sunsol's total trainee costs were provided by Career

Mobility These figures incorporate the adjustments mentioned in the discussion of the

Sunsol_accounting scheme as shown in Appendix B.
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the only-Project objective. Sunsol would have been morn
cost-effective by at least $6,250 per job placement (249.4

mon,: cost-effective than actual) if, as a training program,
it had not been "saddled" with the task of building 0 busi-
ness; V41;.th similar accounting of project costs and simi-
larly detailed'data, one could make such estimates fo the
other enterprises in the initiative.

OVERALL EVALUATION

An overall picture of the projects' cost-effectiveness
in terms of the initiative's two primary objectives is shown
in Table V-3 and Figure V-l.

Clearly, Sunsol is the worst case sin,,e it generated the
greatest loSS per dollar of sales and the highest cost per
job placement. On the enterprise' score, both in terms of
profitability, i.e., sustaining the least losses, and ur-
vivaI, Synergy is clearly the best case. However, Se in-
ner's Luck should not be judged better than Sunsol since
Sunsol may yet survive in some form.

The cost-effectiveness _summation is still a mere juxta-
position and comparison of_the separate outcomes, not an
overall evaluation:- The latter requires weights to be
assigned to the multiple objectives to arrive_ at an overall
evaluative measure. Since the weight assigned to the enter-
prise objective vis-a-vis the training objective is a value
judgment on which thoughtful people can disagree, we have
computed overall measures using three alternative sets of
weights, as shown in Table V=4.

Sunsol is least cost-effective overall and Synergy the
best. Synergy woul ranked. second rather than first
overall only if the ,Paining objective were given consid-
erably more weight than the _enterprise objective since
Synergy's profitability is highly overestimated.

Conclusion

The cost-effectiveness of the enterprises in the P/PV
experiments has beenimpairedby dual objectives. The
evidence indicates _that_ the burden of a mixed agenda works
both ways--the cost- effectiveness -of _a _youth entrepreneur7
ship program-as-enterprise is reduced by the addition of
heavy training responsibilities, and the cost-effectiveness
of a youth entrepreneurship program-as-training program is

reduced by the Addition of heavy enterprise responsibili7
ties. In the future, program designers should clearly
designate one goal as "primary" and -the other as "secon-
dary," and design the program accordingly. Cost - effective
program design and implementation suitable_ to serving the
"enterprise" goal are very different from those suitable to

6



TABLE V-3

COST EFFECTIVENESS SUMMARY

Profitablity

Cost per JOb
Placement

Retuzn
On Sales (rank) * Cost (rank) *

Sunsol -66;7% (3) $21,233 (3)

BL -51.7% (2) $12,917 (1)

Synergy = 1.5% (1) $15,1e2 (2)

*/ "Rank" is from most favorable (1)

FI,GURE V -I

least faVdtable (3

BLOCK DIAGRAM -- OVERALL EVALUATION

Synergy
II

Sunsol.

Beginner's Luck
III

T TV

QUADRANT I

QUADRANT II
tQUADRANT III
QUADRANT IV

HIGH
PROFITABILITY

LOW

= PREFERRED OUTCOMES
MODERATELY' PREFERABLE OUTCOMES
UNPREFERABLE OUTCOMES

- MODERATELY PREFERABLE OUTCOMES



TABLE 17--A

OVERALL EVALUATION MEASURES*

Training Enterprise

_RaLaising sets**

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

SunsoI 1.41 44,47 22.9 33.7 12.2

Beginner's Luck 0.86 34.47 17.7 26.1 9.3

Synergy 1.00 1.00 1.0 1.0 1.0

*_/Training and'enterprise_scores shown in Table_V-74 were cc-75tted

with the figures frOt Table V-3,. Synergy i8 the base lone numeratut

to which the others are being compared;

**/The weights were assigned to enterprise and training_Objeives

in the ranking sets as folloWS: in Set 1; enterorise (0.50) and train-

'ing (eso) objectives have equal emphais; in Set 2i enteLpriSe (0.75)

obliectives are given greater emphasis than training (0;25) objectives;

and in Set 3; enterpti8e (0,25) objectives are given less emphasis

than training (0.75) objeCtiVes.

Tht80 the overall evaluator measure for nach prograt was computed

as folloWS: M = (04.* T) (25 * E) where M is the overall evaluator measure

for each ranking set 1; 2; 3,O& is the weight assigned_to training objectives

for ieach_ranking set 1, 2; 3; T is the trang SCore;igis the weight aS8igned

tO for each ranking set 1, 2, 3; and E is the ent-IrpriSe

score.
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5erving the "training" goal, and vice versa. This conclu-

sion is r nforced fUrthetby observing that project rank-

ings alor enterprise measures differ from those along

training mt:,2qures. One set of outcomes_ does not imply the

Other; i.e., to be cost-effective at training does not imply

that program managers are cost-effective at enterprise

development (and vice - versa).
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NOTES

1 /Trend is indicated by vas,Jal inspection _of the graphs

on enterprise profitabiIity 'cl6t by statistical curve-

fitting. See Figures B-2 and in -?appendix.

2/As in the Sins-el Cate, where possible participant
costs have been derived net of enterprise payment for actual

productive time on-the-job;

3/"PartidipatiOn" is not and should not be defined,
_

merely as a "bodY" count of enrollees. We adjust the
participation figures to account for different numbert of

program hours spent by participants in each project; (See:

Appendix 5;)

4/"Mott optimistic" eeferE to the likelih3,_exprested
in a SunsoI final report to P/21,, that Sunsol coLild

liquidate its inventory at book value, thus o:Pmzrating

$9,849 more in Sales revenues; This wouli ra;t3e totai sales

close to $100,000.



CHAPTER VI'
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDAT;ONS

SUMMARY

P/PV's Youth Entrepreneurship Initiative represented an
investigation of the concept that, with assistance in

capital formation or subsidy in the form of planning And
technical assistance, firms staffed in whola 7:drt by

young people can, first, compete in the l':;(3 and,

second, have a long-t,.:_411 positive effect cf: career
prospects of participantS.1/ After examining all of the
enterprises funded by -=t-_e initiative, our main conc''sions
are as follows;

ENTERPRISE TRAINING DID NOT INCREASE THE EMPLOYMENT PRO-
SPECTS OF THE DISADVANTAGED YOUTH WHO WERE TRAINED DUR=
ING THE INITIATIVE.

Participation in the program had a short term positive ef-
fect on the careers of only a minority f, the youth who en-
rolled in the initiative; Long term effects cannot be as-
sessed.

ENTERPRISES WERE NOT ABLE TO PURSUE4 WITH EQUAL EMPHA-

SES, TRAINING OBJECTIVES AND ENTERPRISE OBJECTIVES

Training objectives within small business enterprise must be

beconday to business profitability- -and development objec-
tives i the bUSileSS to survive; Business start-ups

cannot erve as a training vehicle for diadvantaged youth
without significantly increasing the risk of failure which

is alileac4, high;

PROGRAM DESIGNS WERE NOT COST- EFFEC''IVE rPOM EITHER A

BUSINESS OR TRAINING PERSPECTIVE.

The extremely poor finanrAal_performance of ti L.;usinesses,

-
Abined wi.th inadequgte training results measured in terms

(:). placement in private sector jobs; mitigates_ against
fiuJing this program approach cost- effective as either a way
to etab1ih a successful. Lusiness or a way to enable yout
to rove into career :Laddeing employment opoortunities.
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SPFZIFIC-FMDINGS

Employment and Trai_na_ng_Outcomes

The findings associated with employment and training

outcomes focus on the employability of participating youth.

_

2121;ES1SEita2fiaLILILLIPo enrol lea-in
h. ro rams did not e

sector obs once 4- _left the ro ram. Only 60 percent

of the participants_ completed their training. This
shortfall had a negative impact on job placement rates,

since placement efforts were directed primarily at

program completerS. At termination only 33.7 percent of

the youth participating in the initiative had unsubsi-
dized jobs.

2. Althoulasecis.)n_ jobs,

youth emplo -ynent after participation in Youth Entrepre-

neurshifl programs was characterized more_as transient

than _s!. ,ble. Only one participant moved into a manage=
ment level job, and thi8 was within a program enter-
prise, i.e., Synergy 11 Boutique.

3. whil.LERinmmariamia921Ea4a511aR
demonstrz,ed 'arl ability to-l_covide_some traininc

ire

raining sta
and their jots and liked working with youth. Responter.

from trainees whilP enrolled were pos...ive towards 'both

the training content and staff, .2nd most were particu-

larly disposed toward the on-the-job training --triponent.

Poor performance in terms of job de7elopment and place-

ment was fully apparent in low placement rates anu the

types'of jobs obtained by participants

Enterprise Outcome

The E .iiu1lJtjD which apply tr; 4Qc"° ='' ("An

cerned primarily with the ability of the enterprises to re-
concile employment and training programming with business

development;

1. IlaininattEgLiatdeveloliment could nLt be

pairzued as q.99.01, compatible cfcrls. Co-Lflicts L.,! 7.ween

enr:_prise cbjc:tives and v;aining objective. were

always sharp. Tir enteprises' experience demonstrates
conclus4veIy that the two sets of objectives cannot
co-exist without one being subordinate to the other.
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This was fully;,apparent in the case of Sunsoli where the
OVidende indicates that either goal alone could have
been more dost.=effectively pursued in the absence of the

other. ConflictSo tensions and interference between the
two goals are also revealed_ in the documentation of the
experience of the other projects.

2. Youth en-trepreneur_ship_prog_ramming, should_ riot
be pursued in the context of srna-1-1business_start-ups.
Much of the observed conflict and/or incompatibility
between training and enterprise goals pertains_to the
circumstances of small business start-ups. Indeed, given
that all four programs in the initiative involved the
start -up of new enterprises; the evidence _cannot be ex-
trapolated beyond this domain to suggest that training
VS. enterprise conflicts pertain generally_ in already
established and/or larger _businesses. What can be
concluded from the initiative is that the conflicts
appear to be particularIy_acute and inimical to business
survival in the case of start-ups laden with major
training responsibilities; The sinlIe case of Synergy,
mozeoveri is at least inr3icative that prospects for
bu8iness survival (and sc4e continuation of training
act,vi",l.ies _at a lower_ level) are enhanced if the
enterprise is not started "from scratch."

The olects_demonstrated little skill in

establishing -new-- enterprises: All projectsi to varying
degrees; suffered from briginess related problems frOtti

planning to Start-up and throuqhout their period of
operation. These problemst_while not unique among_ small
businessi were characteristic of the factors Which con
tribute to their high failure rates. The -.-::p.:)soring

agencies primary_.mis.:tionS were not oriented towad
business but rather_ toward _training and socieI service.
Thus it is not surprising thatthe b' netts skills
necessary to plan, start, and operate a small business
were generally o-A. present.

4 ; Ali _p;_o_jects took a pub f.tantial_ amount of their
subco_n_traEFT:FilThEaffi7e_alli!isted and work out
problems. Ul of the projects suffered froma variety
of start-up and o:ganiv:ational difficulties which caused
lasting probler8. The difficulties which were encoun-
tered had negative effec; _OA enterprise operations,
effects magnified by relatj.ely short project lifetimes.
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5. Without subttantialsidtes_none of the
enterp-rises were in a petition to: be-self- sustaining at

the -conclusion of /Pd fundina. All of thn enterprises
except Synergy had sustained substantial losses when

their _P/PV grant _ended; In Order _to continue in

operation they would have required a further injection

of capital. Wiile_the Restaurant School had no interest

in continuing the Beginner's Luck operation; both Sun801

and Synergy made effortt to remain_ in business; in bOth

cases, this required a drattit staff reduction_; Contin-

Uatien of the training role at the project's subcontract

leVelt (While in the P/PV IniOati would have

rluired the continuation of subseAntial SqbSidies;

RWOMWEWMWILONS AND IMPROVEMENTS-TO THE` moDEL

The findings described above suggest that the youth
entrepreneurship model, where new fledgling small businesses

are saddled wi.h resp-onsibilities for training disadvantaged

workers, waL; not successful at meeting either of its equally

emphasized objectives. These businesses, on the whole, did

not approach profitability and were no-. very successful at

improving the employment prospects oL the trainees; This

does not mean, however that the basic concept--providing

training to disadvantaged youtn within the setting, of a

small ousinil-,- --annot work. When operationalizing the

notion of disadvantaged youth in small business,

three recor as based on che findings in this report

are offerec,:

o Enterpeises should not te required to carry nny more
trainees than normal staffing levelt 1-ermit.2/

Linkages with local training and econQmit development
should be forged at the program design stage to

ensure that (1) businesteS which are selected reflect

the strong or growth industriet in the community andl

(2) businesses mhich are selected anticipate entry

level employment oppGr:,Inities to continue in Loming

years:-

Youth entrepreneurship projects thould also be linked

to neighborhood, community-based organizations and/or

private sector' businesses which can establish neces-

sary "support systems"' to provide tlchn.cal aid man-

agement eF;sistance.

In order for training _to WOrk in a w* tonstont with

enterprise survival and development, however; youth entre-
preneurshlp program dtsigns clearly must undergo significant
modification before there is any further attempt at repli-

cation;

88
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Notes

.

I/Puh1ic/PriVate Venturesi "Private Settor Initiative
eilons:ttan Prlecti Youth Entrepreneurship: A Concept

Philadelphia i 1978 (mimeograph)i

2/What is "normal" should be judged by reference to the

level of any subsidy provided and the percentage of entry
level employees found in comparable Crms
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FINANCIAL NARRATIVE _OF
OPEN ROAD/NEW ENTERPRISES BUSINESSES

= This narrative, which is taken from P/PV's "Third-Inte-
rim Research Report," (DOL's Office of Ythith Programs) dea=
cribes the financial status of the eight enterprises in_the
Open Road/New Enterprises Pr,pject at the conclusion of their
participation in the P/PV!bemonstration. Table A-1 shows
the methods used to capitalize each auto repair shop: Fig-
ures A-1 to A-I0 illustrate the profitability of the enter-
prises;

Auto Mech International

Auto Mech International, located in Van Nuys,
California began operation in June, 197q;
i-n-7.illy capitalized at $20,000, this investment
o ew to $48,000 in contributed equity by Septem-
br 30, 1979. Unprofitable_since inception; Au-

Meth was plagued by continuing and increasing
_:aerating losses throu0 September 30, 1979
fiast financial information available). Al=
Gough well capitalized (e.g. no debt burden);
uto Mech quickly ran through its cash in_order
to fund the operating tosses it was sustaining.
;WtoMech subsequently went into a hold position
as the New Enterpr_ises Program; Inc.. sought to
divest 'itself and bring_ in new ownership in

hopes of reversing' the lOSS situation; Auto
Mech International closed in February, 1981,
with a total loss of $140000. _$5000 in debts
and various lease costs were still outstanding.

C & R Garage

C & R began 4eration in September, 1979 in
Hartford, Connecticut under the auspices of the
Citizen's Polici- Center and with major funding
provided" by the Aetna Life Insurance and Cas-
ualty Company and the Hartford Insurance Grovp
($45,000)lt Of that sum? $27,000 represents an
equity _investment in C & R by the Citizen's
Policy Center following a transitional ownership
period during which the New Enterprises Program,
Inc.,'negotiated the phased purchase of the
company from -its previous owners. C_ & R began
operation] under NEP with substantial cash but
was :ncurring a modest loss. During the month
of (-ctober C & R began making financial pro-
gress. However, this could not be sustained and
by the e:-id of the year C & R was operating at a
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$.10;000 loss. In April; 1980 the New Enter=
.prises Program, Inc., decided to terminate its
relationship and return the firm ttJ the original

owners; forfeiting approximately $20,'00 in

cash; leasehold improvements and eriiplrent. C &

R also was approximately ;.12;300 in debtinclud=
ing $70300 owed to the internal Revenue Service.

a Central City Auto

Central City Auto began operation in late 1979
and was severely undercapitalized at $20000.
Financial informationiwhen available is quite
sketchy, howeveri_as in the case ofthe_previ-
ously described firtskjt_is characterized by an

initial loss period which continued until the

business was closed at the erid of the calendar
'c_iear With an accumulated loss of close to

$1p4o0o. Central City Auto closed with $5;000
in debt.

o Crescenta Valley Motor Works

Crescenta Valley Motor Works, .ed

Montrose, California began operation_ n the

first cuarter of 1978. There is little finan-
cial information available on the company;dp to
Aiiqut of 1979 wren Crescenta closed; Available
information; however, reflects_relatively 'strong
capital contrihrtions ($50;C60) whichar offset
by immediate arK'l recurring operating losses. Ey

August 1979; -.:.tescenta had an accumulated deli-
eit of_$30,-000 which technically made it ins-ol;

went without an infusion of funds. At closure
$4, 000 was due to Cr ,71tors.

Ea_st_Bay_Automotive

East Bay Automotive; located in Berkeley; Cali-=
fOrnia was organized in 1-`e 1979. it was cap-
i:talized at _approximately $40;C00. Again; al-

though the finandial information is fragmentary;
we can see that chronic operating losses te=
suited in a severely reduced equity base. The

alt lelusion was for New Enterprises
roy:. , _te attempt to divest itself of

the in early 1980, A conditional
agree syle signed _in May 1980 for
Q1-290 and $12ieee in back taxes and lia-
bilities;
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e Embarcadero Garage

Embarcadero Garage was formed_ in JUly,_ 1979 in
San Francisco; California; although it exper-
ienced no sales untilDecember; The business
was severely undercapitalized at $25,000. An

accumulated operating deficit of approximately
$10,000 did not prevent the manager from en-
tering into a purchase agreement with New En-
terprisesProgramiInc; The manager agreed to
putchase Embarcadero for $17,000; The business
had no debts.

It is possible that Embarcadero will not suffer
the same pattern of losses_ as the other shops;
It is typical in the start -up phase to suffer
operating losses and; in the case of Embarcadero
there is some hope that this pattern may be re-
versed should it continue operation.

o Precision Motor Works

Precision Motor Works; one of the original New
Enterprises Program; Inc.; _businesses began
operation in November; 1977 in Ventura; Cali=
fOtnia. The second venture of NEP; it reached
break-even Within one month of operation. How-
ever; relatively high labor costs depressed the
profitability of the company and ultimately;
coupled with lack luster sales drove_it into
loss position; Sufficiently capitalized at
$44,000 Precision Motor Works was able to absbtb
the _losses better than the other enterprises.
Preci4ionl clear of all debts; was sold to the
manager fbt $50300.

Santa Rarhara Motor Works

Santa Barbara Motor Works; located in Santa
Barbara is the first of the New Enterprises
Programs; Inc.; businesses. Opened in November;
1977 we only have_balance sheet information for
the period beginning June; 1978. _Begun with a
well thought out marketing plan; Santa Batbara
howeveri never reached consistent profitability.
Original capitalization was $40,000 although
$600000 was_ stated as desirable for Santa Bar-
bara Motor Works.



CAPITAL STRUCTURE OF OPEN ROADINEW ENTERPRMS

..
Total

Enterprise Capitalization CPC/NEP***

7

35000

22,000

20)000

30,000

40000

27,000

20,000

25,000

Santa Barbara Motor Works

Precision Motoi Works*

Crekenta Valley Motor Works**

Auto Mech International

East Bay Automotive

C & R Garage

Central City Auto

Embaracadero

40,000

44,000

50000

48,000

40,000

27,000

20,000

25,000

Wilt0
Putntrs Owners

15.1(10 000

WO 22,000

30,000 000

3,090 000

04O W4olly-owned by CPC/

NtP, ,tnc.

ON wholly-ttred by CPC/

N2Pi Itle

000 vlolly-owtid by CPC

000 4611y-014'W by CPC

SOURCE: PM, "YOUth Entrepreneurship; Third Interim Report." Report to U. Delartmea

of Labor; Office of Youth programs, Washington, D.C., Winter, 1980;

*/ PMW was a joint venture with the enterprise manager as a co-owner.

was closed on 5/30/79, CPC transferred its capital contribution to Central City

Auto ; partners lost their invetm6nt.

***/CPC is used here in place of JAizenis Policy Center, Inc. and NEP is used it: place

Of NeiFhttrpriSes Program.
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PROFIT4LOES_:_ C & R GARAGE
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PROFIT/LOSS: EAST BAY AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR
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PROFIT /LOSS: PRECISION MOTOR WORKS
(1978) IF
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PROFIT/LOSS: PRECISION MOTOR WORKS
(1979)
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PROFIT/LOSS: SANTA BARBARA_MOTORWORKS_
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PROFIT/LOSS: SANTA _B/MBARA MOTOR WORKS

(V79)
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COST CALCULATIONS AND ALLOCATION; ENTERPRISE

AND COST EFFECTIVE ANALYSIS

The estimates used in the enterprise development (Chapter IV) and cost effectiveness

analysis (Chapter V) were calculated according to allocation methods presented below;

Although only the Sunsol enterprise computations are shown here, similar methods were used

in cost discussions on Synergy and Beginner's Luck;

Overall Allocation

The diStributibn Of Sunsol's P/PV subcontract funds were based on the report amounts

from Sunsol's final invoice to P/PV:

Cost Category Cost

Percentage of

Cost Category

Percentage Attributed

to _Salaries & Priat

Administrative $ 31,828 12.9% 26.2%

Enterprise Operations 140;876 57.1 43.9

Participant 37,651 15;3
____

Training 36,335 14,7 29.9

$246,690 100.0% 100;0%

Allocation of Receipts from -ales

Total amount received from the sale (of solar products or services) were distributed

across cost categories:

10



Cost Category

tr

Administrative

Enterprise Operations

Participant'

Training

Total

I I- 11

Sales $

$ 4,808

71,758

$82,052

d Estimates)

Sales ($) Allocated Sales ($) Allocated. to

to Salaries & Fringes Non Salaries & Fringes

Telephone (20%) + Travel ($460)

Contract Management (invoice)

Youth Training Center (YTS;)

Screening (from final contract @$80 per trainee)

ETS participation (@$10 per trainee)

Allocation of Sales $ to Salaries & Fringes

$ 4,808

8,055

5,486

$18,349

Total Administrative Cost (for P/PV Demonstration)

Enterprise 0. . 'II :I I VI sand Estimates)

Telephone (20%) + Travel ($4,600)

+ Invoice Total

Co S'c of Goods Sold/Direct Labor

+ Allocation of Sales $ to Non-Salaries & Fringes

(-) Screening (from final contract)

+ Allocation of Sales to Salaries&Fringes

+ 49.3% of 'Chiefs" (advanced participants) salaries

Total Enterpri-Se Co8tS

'63,703

$63,703

$' 1,000

31,828

2,365*

4,720

590

4,808

$45,311

$_;1,000

140,876

17,100

63,703

-1,840

8,055

6,000

$232,894
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participant (Adjustme.nts and Estimates)

Quarterly Report Total $156,635

(-) Cost of Goods Sold/Direct Labor _ -17/1.00

(-) "Chiefs" (advance'participants) salaries =121177

Tutal Participant Costs $127,358,

Traii_ELIPAjEt221.0 Estimates)

Invoice (instructor salaries) $ 36,335

50.7% of "Chiefs" salaries ( 6,177

Total Training Costs

With the calculations above; we can allocate costs as follows:

$ 42,512

Cost Category

Total Demonstration

$ %

Total Project

Administration $ 45,311 10:1

Enterprise Operating Costs 232,894 52.0 $232,894 57.8

Participant Costs 127,358 28,4 127,358 31.6

Training Costs 42,512 _9.5 12,512 10.6

Total $448,075 100.0 $402,674 100.0
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II. Cost EffPct'_vPne_s

Marginal "Direct Opportunity Costs of Enterprise Vis a Vis Training Functions

Direct Costs:

Business management

Extra (incentive) wages

Added Office, space, travel communications
expenses (including truck)

travel (all, p' final contract)

telephone S$7S mo + $47.78 installation charges)

office supplies (II of contract amount)

Other Costs:

$ 64,965

58,531

11,356

1,600

3,852

Consultants & Professional Services (legal
accounting, screening) $ 5,703

Publications 701

License 1,966

Coriferences, exhibits, etc. 800

Total Cost $149,474

Sales (deductions) 82,052

Marginal "Direct" Opportunity Cost of Enterprise $ 67,432

1 s'



Marginal Opportunity Costs of Training Functions Visa Vis Enterprise

Training Costs $_42,512

Participant Costs over & above Cost of Goods Sold/Direct Labor 127,358

Excess Overhead Costt 45,311

Estimated Administrative Costs 61,844

Marginal Opportunity Cost of Training $276,825



TABLE B-1

SUNSOL: SALES ENTERPRISE OPERATING EXPENSES(EOC) AND GROSS MARGIN

(March, 1980 to April, 1981)

Month Sales EOC

March 0 3,715

April 690 6;405:

May 2;213 5;559

June 2,093 : 7;528

July 2;270 16;650

August 9,109 5,379

September 6;633 26;801

October 5;854 9,303

NOVeMber 4;764 7406

December 7;603 -8;225

January 843 8;324

February 16;343 2;958

March 15;616 9;729

April 6;548 19;564

Total 53;579 140,876

M4
COGS

0

389

1701

1573

1557

6,545

5;790

6,354

2825

4,688

.626

1432;

13;549

1015***

62070

Gross*

Margin

EOC p us

COGS

Si7-----17---COGS/---

E0C(4)** Saint-- Sales(%)

0 ',P 3;715 0

301 6;794 10,5 44 56

512 7,290 39.6 23 i7

520 9;101 27,8 25 75

683 18;237 13,6 30 70

2;564 14;924 108,7 28 72

843 32;591 24,8 13 87

2,500 15657 95.2 28 72

1939 10231 64.3 41 59

2,915 12,913 92,4 38 62

217 8950 10.1 26 i4

2;015 17,283 12 88

2;067 23;278 160,5 13 87

3530 1,012 33,0 .54 -44

103,976 25% 754

NOTE: The AbbVe listed aaneviated column headinqs represent the following: COGS ig Cbtt Of GOods Sold GM is Gross Margin;

and EOC is Enterprise Operating Costs.

*/Tbe overall average for Sales/EOC (%) is 59:0%; .

**/Th e Cost of Goods Sold for April 1981 is an estimated figure.

***/The overall average for total Gross Margin total sales ($) = 25%.

7/The _oyerall average for Cost of GoodS Sold Sales (%) m 75%.
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FIGURE 8-1

SUNSOL: SALES & ENTERPRISE OPERATING COSTS

March, 1980 to April, 1981)
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NOTE: Based on P/PV.teddriStritted data; no sales were generated during Marche 1980i4;

Sales were not reported foi. the month of Matchi,1980 and ApriL 1980
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TABLE B-2

BEGINNER'S LUCK: SALES, COST OF GOODS

(March, 1980

SOLD AND ENTERPRISE

to Carob, 1981*)

OPERATING EXPENSES

Month Sales

Cost of

Goods Sold

Operating

Expenses

Net

Profit

Net Profit

% of Sales**

March 13,899 7,020 16/713 -9,834 -71%

April 18,482 9,045 7,876 11561 8%

May 15,017 8,608 9,860 -3;451 -23%

June 10,990 5,292 7,887 ;2,189 -201

July 5,268 4,329 5,563 =4,624 =881

August 4,303 3,702 3,747 -3,146 -73%

January 9,575 4,802 12,514 -8,741 -102%

February 10;797 6,099 16,960. -12,262 4141

Marph 15,558 7,473 18,556 -10,471 -671

TOTAL 102,889 56/370 , 99,676 ;53,157

=

/161gilinees Luck was not in,operation from SepteMber, 1980 to DeCatber, 1990i

_**/Average net profit as a percent of sales is 61;1%;
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FIGURE B;3

BEGINNER'S LUCK: SALES, COST OF GOODS SOLD AND ENTERPRISE OPERATING EXPENSES

(March, 1980 to March, 1981)

Sales

Cost of Goods Sold

Operating Expenses
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NOTES: uqinner's Luck did not commence business until March 1980, Beginnei.'s

Luck was not in operation for period of 9/1/80 - 12/31/80;

125
Graph includes salaries and wages as an operating expense component for January, int,

February and March, 1981; Sales figures are rounded to the nearest dollar. ! 140



TABLE B-3

SYNERGY II: ENTERPRISE OPERATING EXPENSES*
(June, 1980 to May, 1981)

Month
Enterprise Operating

Expenses

June (5 weeks)

July (3 weeks)

August (5 weeks)

September

October - December**

January

February

Marc

April

May

$2,890 (est.)

1,532 (est=)

20932 (est.)

2,856

6,880

2,700

2,263

2,263

3,252

n/a

*/Enterprise Operating Expenses reported after the sub-
contraCt period are as follows: June, $5,079; July, $5,56;
and August, $5,418.

**/"Enterprise Operating Expenses" do not include the cost
of goods sold. Operating expenses inclun such items as utility
costs, labor costs, rent, telephone and transportation. Total
expenses, including costs of goods sold, were only reported on a
quarterly basis as shown in Table IV-5.



TABLE B -4

TOTAL PARTICIPANT PROGRAM HOURS
(April, 1980 to June, 1981)

Month
Beginner's Luck

(n=38)
Synergy
(n=37)

SUnStil
(n=59)

April 263 ., ffffe +.M. ,M

May 666 -- 1,996

June 3,303 18 2,218

July 3,989 407 3,730

August 956 3,773

September 10,893 1,697 6,218

October 2,673 7,341

November 3,818 8,136

December 3,866 8,949

January 6,569 12,655

February 11,133 8,734 12,679

March 15,338

All 10,848 25,239

May 22,867 18,599

June 23;617

TOTAL 76,731 58,185 108,272

NOTE: Program hours were reported only on participants
terminated during the month.



TABLE B=5

PROGRAM WAGES
(April, 1980 to June, 1981)

MONTH BEGINNER'S_LUCK SYNT3RGY SUNSOL
(n =38) (n=37) (n =59)

April 610.90

May 1,547.31 $ 5,548.75

June 2,883.63 55.80 6,209.65

July 5,009.62 1,260.69 '9,578.29

August 2,962.64 9,711.59

September 26,349.76 5,263.62 17,294.15

October Oa& 8,286.89 20,837.39

November OM. 11,804.62 23,835.89

December 11,953.42 26,675.56

January MOO 20,348.71 40,816.08

February 26,950.54 27,284.43 40,900.08

March - 50,777.96

April ONO 34,709.73 90,339.81

May 57,314.43 60,421.44

June 59,301.44

Total $ 179,967.63 $ 184,351.99 $ 3420525.23

NOTE: Wages were reported only on participants terminated during the month.



TABLE B -6

YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP PARTICIPATION DATA; WEEKS

Enterprise

Cumulative

Training Weeks

Pirticipant

Enrollment

Average Training Weeks*

(pel Enrollment)

Adjusted Participant

(by

Lori**

Enrollment

weeks)

ltigh**

Beginner's Luck 693 38 18.24 44.42 59.18

Synergy 707 37 19.11 45.32 60.38

Sunsol 691 59 11071 44.29 59;00

Total 2;091 134

i /Average Ttaining Weeks = Cumulative Training Weeks Participant Enrollment.

.

**/Low adjusted.particpant enrollment wes.computed using an overall average training weks; 15;60 weeks;

(Overall_ average training weekS = total cumulative training week total participant adjusted :5articpant

enrollment = cumulative training weeks overall average training weeks;

/High adjusted_particpaht entellbent was computed using the Sunsol's average training weeks, 11.71 weeks. High adjusted

participant enrollment = cumulative training weeks Sunsol's average training weeks;
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TABLE 8-7

YOUTH ENTREPRENEURSHIP PARTICIPANT DATA; HOURS

Enterprise

_ Cumulative

Training Hours

Participant

Enrollment

Average Training Hours*

(per Enrollment)

Adjusted Participant**

(hours) ratio

Adjusted Participant***

Enrollment (by hours)

Beginner's Luck 23.617 38 621.5 1.234 46.89

Synergy 18,599 37 502.7 0.999 36.96

Sunsol 25,239 59 427.8 0.849 50A9

Total 67,455 134

*/Average Training HoUrS = CUMUlative Training Hours Participant Enrollment.

"/AdjUSted Participant ratio Average Training Hours (for.each_enterprise)RDverall Average Training Hpurs;

(Overill average training hours .4 CUMUlatiVe training hours total participant enrollment.)

***/Adjusted PartiCiOant Enrollment t Participant Enrollment X Adjusted Participant ratio.
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TABLE,B-8

WAGE SUBSIDY* & TRAINING COSTS
PER (ADJUSTED) PARTICIPANT**

Enterprise . Wage Training*** Total

Sunsol $ 2,547 850 $3i397

Beginner's Luck N/A N/A $3,856

Synergyt $ 1,590 $1,291 $2;881

*/The wages figure employed iS not total wages or "Youth

expenses" but "participant costs" as estimated for Table 111-2.

**/Participant_counts have been adjusted to reflect the

differing number of hours spent by particpants in each program.

***/Training costs are taken from Table 11171. _Wage and

training costs, together, are the equivalent of "participant"

and "training" costs as estimated for Table IV -l.

I/Based on cumulative figures through 12/30/80.
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